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ed with stones, iron, or any heavy_matter, will not over
t�rn so easily, as ,vhen loaded ":1th ,vo?d, hay, or any
light article; for ,vhen the load 1s no� h1g�er thanea ?, _fig. 22, a line fro1n the centre o.f gravity will fall w1th1n 
the centre of the base at c; but if the load be as l1igl1 as 
d, it will then fall outside the base of the ,vheels at e, 
consequently it ,vill overturn. . From this appears the 
error of those, who hastily rise in a coacl1 or boat, ,vhen 
it is likely to overset, thereby throwing the centre of gra
vity more out of the base, and increasing their danger. 

CHAP1'ER II. 

ARTICLE 15. 

OF THE MECHANIC.AL PO\VERS, 

Having premised and considered all that is necessary
for the better understanding those n1achines called me
chanical powers, we no,v proceed to treat of them. They 
are six in number; namely: 

The Lever, the Pulley, the Wheel and Axle, the In
clined Plane, and the Scre,v. 

These are called Mechanical Po,vers, because they in
crease our po,ver of raising or moving heavy bodies. 
Although they are six in number, yet they are all go
v�rned by on·e simple principle, ,vhich I shall call the 
First General Law of Mechanical Powers; it is this, the 
momentums of the power aricl weight are always equal,
when the engine is in, equilibrio. 

Momentum, here means the product of the \veight of 
the body multiplied into the distance it moves; that is,
the po\ver multiplied into its distance moved, or into its 
?istance from the. centre of motion, or into its velocity,
is equal to the ,ve1ght multiplied into its distance n1oved, 
or into its distance from the centre of motion, or into its 
velocity; or, the po,ver 1nultiplied into its perpendicular
descent, is equal to the ,veight 1nultiplied into its per
pendicular ascent. 

• 
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The Second General Law of Mechanical Powers, is, 
The power of the engine, and velocity of the weight 

moved, are always in the inverse proportion to each 
other; that is, the greater the velocity of the weight
moved, the less it must be; and the less the velocity, the 
greater the \\'eight may be: and that universally in all 
cases. 

The Third General Law, is,
Part of tlie 01 5ginal poiver is alu·ays lost in over

co1ning friction., inertia, 'Ye., but no power cr.tn be gained 
by engines, when time is considered in, the calc1:1.lation. 

In the theory of this science, we suppose all planes to 
be perfectly smooth and even, levers to have no weight, 
cords to be perfectly pliable, and n1achines to have no 
friction: in short, all imperfections are to be laid aside, 
until the theory is established, and then proper allow
ances are to be n1ade for them. 

AR1.'ICLE 16. 

or THE LEVER. 

A bar of iron, of wood, or of any other inflexible ma
terial, one part of which is supported by a fulcrum or 
prop, and all other parts turn or move on that prop, as 
their centre of motion, is called a lever; \vhen the lever 
is extended on each side of the prop, these extensions 
are called its atrms; the velo�ity or motion of every part_t _
of these arms, 1s. directly as its distance from the centre 
of motion, by the third law of circular motion. 

With respect to  the lever, when in equilibrium,
Observe the folJowing laws:,-

1. Tbe power and weight are to each other, in,verse
fy as their distances from the prop, or centre of mo
tion. 

That is,. th,e power P, fig. 8, Plate I. which is one 
multiplied into its· distance B C, from the centre 12, is 
equal to. the weight 12 multiplied into its distance A B 
I; each product being 12. 

I 



�- The power is to th� weight, as the d1stance t�e� 
weight moves, is to the distance the power moves, re-
spectively. 

i
!1

to �ts d�stanc-.e moved, 
1s equal to the weight multiplied into its distance m?ved. 

3. The power is to the weight, as t�e perpendicular 
ascent of the weight, is to the perpendicular descent of 
the power. 

That is, the power multiplied into its p·erpendicular _
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That is, the power multiplied. 

. 

descent, is  equal to the weight multiplied into its per.; 

. . 

pendicular ascent. 
4. Their velocities are a� their distances from their' 

centre of motion, by the 3d law of circular motion, p. 28. 
These simple laws hold universally true, in all me

chanical po\vers or engines; therefore it is easy (from 
these simple principles) to compute the po\ver of any
engine, either simple or con1pound; for it is only to find 
how much swifter the power moves than the ,veight, or 
how much farther it moves in the same time; and so 
much is the power (and time of producin•g it) increased,
by the help of the engine. 

ARTICLE 17. 

GENERAL RULES FOR CO?I-IPUTING THE PO\-VER OF ANY ENGINE. 

I. Divide either the distance of the power from its· 
centre of motion, by the distance ot' the weight from its 
centre of motion .. Or, 

2. Divide the space passed through by the power,
by the space passed through by the \veight, (this space 
may be coun�ed either on the arch, or on the perpen_
dicular described by each,) and the quotient ,vii] show 
h?w much the J?OWer is increased by the help of �he en_gine , the� multiply the power applied to the engine, by 
that quotient, and the product will be the po\ver of the 
engine, \Vhether simple or compound. 

5 
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EXAMPLES. 

Let A B C, Plate I. fig. 8, represent a ]ever; then, to 
compute its power, divide the distance of the power P 
from its centre of motion BC 12, by the distance AB 1, 

. . Qf the weight W, and the quotient is 12:. the power is 
increased 12 times by the engine; which, multiply by
the power applied 1, produces 12, the power of the en
gine at A, or the weight W, that will balance P, and 
hold the engine in equilibrio. But suppose the arm A 
B to be continued to E, then, to find the power of the 
engine, divide the distance B C 12, by B E 6, and the 
quotient is two; ,vhich multiplied by 1, the power ap
plied, produces 2, the power of the engine, or weight w 
to balance P. 

Or divide the perpendicular descent C D of the powe�
equal 6, by the perpendicular ascent E F equal 3; and 
the quotient 2, mu]tiplied by the power P equal I, pro
duces 2, the power of the engine at E. 

Or divide the velocity of the power P equal 6, by tha 
velocity of the weight w equal 3; and the quotient 2, 
111.ultiplied by the po,ver I, produces 2, the po,ver of the 
engine at E. If the power P had been applied at s, 
then it would have required to have been 1½ to balance 
W, or w: because 1½ times 8 is 12, which is the momen
tum of both weights ,v and w. If it had been applied 
at 6, it must have been 2; if at 4, it must have been 3; 
and so on for any other distance from the prop or centre 
of motion. 

ARTICLE 18. 

OF THE DIFi'ERENT KINDS OF LEVERS. 

There are four kinds of Levers. 

1. The most common kind, ,vhere the prop is placed 
between the weight and power, but generally nearest the 

. weight, as other\vise, there would be no gain of po\ver. 
2. When the prop is at one end, the power at the 

• other, and the weight between thein . 
I 

I•
f
' 
!.•
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3. When the prop is ·at one end, the weight at the 
other, and the power applied bet\veen them. 

4. The bended lever, which diJfers only in form, but 
not in properties, from the others. 

Those of the first and second kind, have the same pro
perties and powers, and produce real mechanical advan
tage, because they increase the power; but the third kind 
produces a decrease of power, and is only used to increase 
velocity, as in clocks, watches, and mills, where the first 
mover is slow, and the velocity is increased by the gear
ing of the wheels. 

The levers which nature employs in the machinery of 
the human frame, are of the third kind; for when we lift 
a ,veight by the hand, the muscle that exerts the force 
to raise the weight, is fastened at about one-tenth of the 
distance from the elbow to the hand, and must exert a 
force ten times as great as the weight raised; therefore,
he that can lift 56 lbs. with his arm at a rigl1t angle at 
the elbow, exerts a force equal to 560 lbs. by the muscles 
of his arm. 

ARTICLE 19. 

OF COMPOUND LEVERS. 

Several levers may be applied to act one upon another, 
as 2 1 3 in fig. 9, Plate I. where No. 1 is of the first 
kind, No. 2 of the second, and No. 3 of the third. The 
power of these levers, united to act on the weight W, is 
found by the following rule, which will hold universally
true in any number of levers united, or wheels ( which 
operate on the same principle) acting upon one airother. 

RULE. 

1st. Multiply the power P, into the length of all the 
driving levers successively, and note the product.

2d. 1,hen multiply all the leading levers into one an
other successively, and note the product. 
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3d. Divide the first product by the last, and the quo
tient ,vill be the weight ,v, that will hold the machine 
j.n equilibrio.

This rule is founded on the first law of the lever, Art. 
16, and on this principle; namely : 

Let the w.eigl1t W, and po,ver P, he such, that when 
suspended on any compound machine, whether of levers 
united, or of wheels and axles, they hold the machine 
in equilibrio: then if the po,ver P be multiplied into the 
radius of all the driving ,vheels, or lengths of the driving 
Jevers, and the product noted, and the ,veight W multi
plied into the radius of all the leading wheels, or length 
of the leading levers, and the product noted, these pro
ducts ,viii be equal. If we had taken the velocities, or 
the circumferences of the wheels, instead of their radii, 
they would have been equal also. 

On this principle is founded all rules for calculating 
the power and motion of ,vl1eels in mills, �c. See .t\rt, 
-20. 

EXAMPLE·S. 

Given, th.e po,ver P equal to 4, on lever 2, at 8 dis"' 
tance from the centre of motion. Required, ,vith ,vhat 
force lever 1, fastened at 2 from the centre of motion of 
)ever 2, must act, to hold the lever 2 in equilibrio. * 

By the rule 4x8 tl1e length of the long arm is 32, and 
this divided by 2, the length of the short arm, gives 
16, the force required. 

"fhen 16 on the long arm, lever 1 ,  at 6 from the cen"' 
tre of motion. Required, the ,veight on the short arm, 
at 2, to balance it. 

By the rule, 16x6=96, which divided by 2, the short 
arm, gives �8, for the weight required. 

,..fhen 48 1s on the lever 3, at 2 from tl1e centre. Re
quired, the weight at 8 to balance it. 

Then 48x2=96, which divided by 8, the lengtl1 of 
the long arrn, gives 1�, the weight required. 

Given, the 1>ower P=4, on one end of the combination 

• In order to abbreviate the ,vork, I shall hereafter use the following Algebraic 
sig·ns; namely: 



- 1n1nus, or less, for substraction. 

+ divided, for division. 
X multiplied, for multiplication. 

Instead of 6 1nultipliecl by 4 equal 24 6x4=24 � equal 8, 12-4=8. 
Then, instead of 8 more 4 equal 12, I shall w1·ite 8+4=12. Instead of 12 les.'3 

And 
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of levers. Required, tl1e weight W, on the other end, 
to hold the whole in equilibrio.

Then by the rule, 4x8x6x2=384 the product of the 
po,ver multiplied into the length of all the driving le
vers, and2x2x 8=32 the product ofall the leading levers,
and 384+32=12 the weight W required. 

ARTICLE 20. 

CALCULATING TIIE POWER OF WHEEL WOJlK. 

The same rule holds good in calculating the power or 
machines consisting of ,vhcels, whether simple or com
lloun<l, by counting the radii of the ,vheels as the le
·vers; and because the diameters and circumferences of 
circles are proportional, ,ve may take the circumferences 
instead of the radii, and it will be the same result. rfhen 
again, because the nu1nber of cogs in the ,vheels consti
tute the circle, we may take the number of cogs and 
rounds instead of the circle or radii, and the result will 
still be the sa1ne. 

Let fig. 11, Plate II. represent a w.ater-mill (for
grinding grain) double geared. 
· Number 8 The water-wheel, 

.4 The great cog-wheel, 
i The wallo\ver, 
3 The counter cog-\vheel, 
1 The trundle, 
·2 rfhe mill-stones, 

And let the above numbers also represent the radius 
of each ,vlieel in feet. 

Now suppose there be a power of 5()0 lbs. on the ,va
ter-wl!eel, required what will be the force exerted on 
the mill-stone� 2 !�et from the ceno-e. 

·The sign + pl� or more, for addition. 

= equal, foi:,equality. 

·' 
1nsteacl of 24 divided by 3 equal 8, 24+3=8. · 
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Then by the rule, 500x8x2xl=8000, and 4x3x2= 
24, by ,vhich divide 8000, and it quotes 333,33 lbs. the 
power or force required, exerted on the mill-stone two 
feet from its centre, which is the mean circle of a 6 feet 
stone.-And as the velocities are as the distance from 
the centre of motion, by the third law of circular motion,
Art. 13, therefore, to find the velocity of the mean cir
cle of the stone 2, apply the following rule; namely : 

1st. Multiply the velocity of the water wheel into the 
radii or circumferences of all the driving wheels, succes
sively, and note the product. 

2d. Multiply the radii or circumferences of all the 
leading wheels, successively, and note the product; di
vide the first by the last product, and the quotient will 
be the answer. 

But observe here, that the driving wheels in this rule, 
are the leading levers in the last ·rule. 

EXAMPLES. 

Suppose the velocity of the water-wheel to be 12 feet 
1>er second; then by the rule 12x4x3x2=288 and 8x2 
x1=16, by which divide the first product 288, and this 
gives 18 feet per second, the velocity of the stone 2 
feet from its centre. 

ARTICLE 21 . 
. 

PO\VER DECREASES AS 1\-IOTION INCREASES. 

It may be proper to observe here, that as the velocity 
of the stone is increased, the power to move it is de
ereased, and as its velocity is decreased, the power on it 
to move it is increased, by the second general law of 
mechanical po,vers. This holds universally true in all 
engines that can possibly be contrived; which is evi
dent from the first la\v of the lever, when in equilibrium,
namely, the po\ver multiplied into its velocity or dis
tance moved, is equal to the weight multiplied into its 

velocity or distance moved. 
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Hence the general rule to compute the power of any
engi

!1e, simple or compoun?, Art. _I7. If you hav� the 
moving power, and its velocity or d1sta�ce moved, given,
and the velocity or distance of the ,ve1ght, then, to find 
the weight, (which, in mills, is the force to �ove the 
stone, &c.) divide that product by the velocity of the _weight, or .mill-stone, &c. and this gives the we1gl1t or 
force exerted on the stone to \Dove it. But a c�rt�in 
qauntity or proportion of this force is lost from fr1ct1on 
in order to obtain a-velocity to the stone; which is s-hown 
in Art. 31. 

ARTICLE 22. 
• 

NO POWER. GAINED BY ENLARGING UNDERSHOT \VATER•\VHEELS. 

This seems a proper time to show the absurdity of the 
idea of increasing the power of the mill, by enlarging 
the diameter of the water-wheel, ·on the principle or 
lengthening the lever; or by double gearing mills ,vhere 
single gears will do; l>ecause the power can neither be 
increased nor diminished by the help or· engines, while 
the velocity of the body moved is to remain· the same� 

EXAMPLE. 

Suppose we enlarge the diameter of the ,vater-\vheel 
from 8 to 16 feet radius, fig. 11,  Plate II. and leave the 
other wheels unaltered; then, to find the velocity of the 
stone, allowing the velocity of the periphery of the wa
ter-wheel to be the same (12 feet per second;) by the 
Fl!le 12x4x3x2-288, and 16x2x 1=32, by which di
vide 288, which gives 9 feet in a second, for the velocity 
of the stone. 

Then, to find the po,ver by the rule for that purpose, 
Art. 20, 500x16x2xl=l6000, and 4x3x2=24, by 
which divid� 16000, it gives 666,66 lbs. the power-. 
But as velocity as well as power, is necessary in mills, 

' 
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we shall he obliged, in order to restore the velocity, to' 
enlarge the great cog-wheel from 4 to 8 radius. 

Then, to find the velocity, 12x8x3x2=576, and 16  
x2x 1=32, by which divide 576, it gives 18, the velo
city as before. 

Then, to find the power by the rule, Art. 20, it will 
be 333,33 as before. 

Therefore no power can be gained, upon the princi
ple of lengthening the lever, by enlarging the water
wheel. 

The true advantages that large \vheels have over small 
ones, arise from the \vidth of the buckets bearing but a 
sn1all proportion to the radius of the wheel; because if 
the radius of the wheel be 8 feet, and the width of the 
bucket or float-board but 1 foot, the float takes up 1-8 
of the arm, and the ,vater may be said to act fairly upon
the end of the arm, and to advantage. But if the ra
dius of the wheel be but 2 feet, and the ,vidth of the 
:float I foot, part of the water \Vill act on the middle of 
the arm, and of course, to disadvantage, as the float takes 
up half the arm. The large ,vheel also serves the purpose 
of a fly-wheel ( . .c\rt. 30;) it likewise keeps a more regular
motion, and casts off back water better. (See Art. 70.) 

But the expense of these large \Vheels is to be taken 
into consideration, and then the builder will find that 
there is a maximum size, ( see Art. 44,) or a size that will 

· yield him the greatest profit. 

ARTICLE 23. 
NO PO\VER GAINED, BUT SOME LOST, BY DOUBLE GEAllING MILLS. 

I might go on to show that no power or advantage is 
to be gained by double gearing mills, upon any other 
principles than the follo\.ving; namely: 

1 . When tl1e motion necessary for the stone cannot be 
obtained ,vithout having the trundle too small, we are 
obliged to have the pitch of the cogs a11d rounds, and the 
size of the spindle, large enough to bear the stress of the 



power; and this pitch of gear, and size of spindle, may 
bear too great a proportion to the radius of the trundle, 
( as does the size of the float to the radius of the water

may be a loss of power on that accoun�, greater than that 

2. By double gearing, the mill may be made more 
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• 

wheel, Art. 22,) and may work hard. There therefore 

resulting from friction in double gearing. 

convenient for two pair of stones to one ,vater-wheel. 
Many and great have -been the losses sustained by

mill-builders on account of their not properly under
standing these principles. I have often met with water 
wheels of large diameter, where those of half the size 
and expense ,vould answer better; and double gears, 
where single would be preferable. 

ARTICLE 24. 

OF THE PULLEY. 

2. The pulley is a mechanicai power well kno,vii. 
One pulley, if it be moveable ,vith the ,veight, doubles 
the power, because each rope sustains half the weight.

If two or more pulleys be joined together in the com
mon way, then the easiest mode of computing their po,v
er is, to count the number of ropes that join to the lower 
or moveable block, and so many times is the power in
creased; because all these ropes have to be shortened,
and all run: into one rope ( called the fall) to ,vhich the 
moving power is applied. If there be 4 ropes, the pow
er is increased fourfold. See Plate I. fig. 10. 

The objection to this engine is, that there is great loss 
?f power, by the friction of the pulleys, and in  the bend
ing of the ropes. 

ARTICLE 25. 

OF THE WHEEL A�D AXLE, 

3. The wheel and axle, fig. 17, is a mechanical pow
er, similar to the lever of the first kind; therefore, when 

6 



cause it has but little friction. 
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the power is to the ,veight, as the diameter of the axle 
is to the diameter of the wheel; or when the pt>\ver mul
tiplied into the radius of the wheel is equal to the weight
multiplied into the radius of the axle, this engine is in 
equilibrium. · 

The loss of power is but small in this instrument, be

ARTICLE 26. 

OF THE INCLINED PLANE. 

4. The inclined plane is the fourth mechanical po,v
er; and in  this the po,ver is to the weight, as the per
pendicular height of the pla�e is to its length. This 
is of use in rolling heavy bodies, such as barr�ls, hogs
heads, &c. into ,vheel carriages &c., and for letting them 
do,vn again. See Plate I. fig. 5 .  If the height of the 
plane be half its length, then half the force will roll the 
body up the plane, that would lift it perpendicularly to 
the same height, but it has to travel double the distance. 

ARTICLE 27. 

OF THE \V.EDGI:, 

5 • .. \Vhencc,rhe wedge is only an inclined plane. 
in the common form of it, the po,ver applied will be to 
the resistance to be overcon1e, as the thickness of the 
wedge is to the length thereof. This is a very useful me
chanical power, and, for some purposes, excels all the 
rest; because ,vith it ,ve can effect ,vhat ,ve cannot with 
any other in  the same time; and its power, I think, may 
be computed in the following manner. 

If the ,vedge be 12 inches.Jong and 2 inches thick,
then the power to hold it in equilibrio is as I to balance 
12 resistance; that is, 12 resistance pressing on each side 
of the wedge; and ,vhen struck ,vith a mallet, the ,vholc 
force of the ,veight of the mallet, added to the whole 
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force of the power exerted in the stroke, is communi
cated to the wedge in the ti1ne it continues to n1ove: and 
t�is fo:ce, to produce effect, is �s the squ3:re of t�eve�o_c1ty ,v1th ,vhich the mallet strikes.. mult1pl1ed into its 
,veight; therefore, the mallet should not be too large,
because it may be too heavy for the ,vorkman's.strength,
and will meet too much resistance fro1n tl1e air, so that 
it ,vill lose more by lessening the velocity, tl1an it �ill 
gain by its weight. Suppose a mallet of 10 lbs. str1kee _with 5 velocity, its effective momentum is 250; but if 1t 
strike with 10 velocity, then its effective n101nentn1n is 
I 000. The effects produced by the strokes will he as 
250 to 1000; and all the force of each stroke, except what 
may be destro·yed by tl1e friction of the wedge, is added 

• in the \\'edge, until the sun1 of these forces a1nounts to 
more than the resistance of the body to be split, which 
therefore, must give ,vay; but ,vhen the ,vedge does not 
move, the whole force is destroyed by the friction; there
fore, the less the inclination of the sides of the wedge, the 
greater the resistance ,ve can overcome by it, because it 
will be easier moved by the stroke� 

ARTICLE 28. • 

OF THE SCRE\V. 

6. The screw is the last mentioned mechanical po\V• 
er, and may be denominated, a circular inclined plane, 
(as will appear by wrapping a paper, cut in form ofan in
clined plane, round a cylinder.) It is used in combina
tion with a lever of the first kind, ( the lever being ap
plied to force the weight upon the inclined plane : ) this 
compound instrument is a mechanical power, of exten
sive use, both for pressure, and raising great weights.
The power applied is to the weight it will raise, as the 
distance through which tl1e weight moves, is to the dis
tance through which the power n1oves; that is, as the dis
tance of two contiguous threads of the scre\V_ is to the cir
cle the power describes, so is the power to the weight it 
will raise. If the distance of the thread be half an inch, 
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and the lever he fifteen inches radius, and the power ap· 
plied be 10 lbs. then the po\ver \vill describe a circle of 
94 inches, ,vhile the weight rises half an inch; then, as 
half an inch is to 94 inches, so is 10 lbs. to 1 880 lbs. the 
,veight the engine ,vould raise with 10 lbs. po,ver. But 
this is supposing the scre\v to have no friction, of which 
it has a great deal. 

ARTICLE 29. 

OF THE FLY \VHEEL, AND ITS USE. 

Before I dismiss the subject of mechanical powers, I 
shall take some notice of the fly-wheel, the use of ,vhich 
is to regulate the motion of engines; i t  is best made of 
cast iron, and should be of a circular form, that it may
not meet ,vith much resistance from the air. 

Many have supposed this \vheel to be an increaser of 
power, whereas it is, in reality, a considerable destroyer 
of i t :  ,vhich appears evident, ,vhen we consider that it 
has no motion of its o,vn, but receives all its motion from 
the first mover; and as the friction of the gudgeons, and 
the resistance of the air are to be overco1ne, this cannot be 
done ,vithout the loss of some power : yet this wheel is of 
great use in 1nany cases; namely : 

1st. For regulating the po\.ver, \.Vhere it  is irregular
ly applied, such as the treadle and crank moved by the 
foot or hand; as i n  spinning-\vheels, turning-lathes, flax-
1ni1ls, or ,vhere steam is applied, by  a crank, to produce 
a. circular motion. 

2d. \Vhere the resistance is  irregular, or by jerks, 
as i n  sa,v-mills, forges, slitting-mills, po,vder-mills, &c. 
the 11y•\vhee1, by its inertia, regulates the motion; be• 
cause, if it be very heavy, i t  ,vill require a great many 
l ittle shocks or impulses of po,ver to give it a considera· 
ble velocity; and it \vill, of course, require as n1any
equal shocks to resist or destroy the velocity it has ac
,quired.

)Y�ile � rolling or s]itting•mHl is r1,1nning empty, the 
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�orce of the ,vater is employed in generating momentum 
1n the fiy-wheel; ,vhich force accumulated in the fly,
will be sufficient to continue the motion without much 
abatement, \vhile the sheet ·or metal is running bet,veen
the rollers; ,vhereas, had the force of the water been lost 
,vhile the n1ill was empty, its motion might be destroyed
before the metal passed through the rollers. Where 
water is scarce, its effect may be so far aided by a fiy
,vheel, as to overcome a resistance to which the direct 
force of the water is unequal, that is, where the power is 
required at intervals only. 

A heavy ,vater-,vheel frequently produces all the ef
fect of a fly-wheel, in  addition to its direct office. 

ARTICLE 30. 

01' FRICTION. 

\Ve have hitherto considered the action and effect of 
the mechanical po,vers, as they ,vould ans,ver to the 
strictness of mathematical theory, ,vere there no such 
thing as friction or rubbing of parts upon each other; but 
it is generally allo,ved, that one-fourth of the effect of a 
n1achine is, at a medium, destroyed by it: it will be pro
per to treat of it next in course. 

From ,vhat I can gatl1er from different authors, and 
by my o\vn experiments, it appears that the doctrine of 
friction is as follows, and we may say it is subject to the 
follo,ving la,vs; na1nely: 

Laws of Friction. 

1. Friction is greatly influenced by the smoothness or 
roughness, hardness or softness, of the surfaces rubbing 
against each other. 

2. It is in proportion to the pressure, or load; that is, a · 
double pressure will produce a double amount of friction, 
a triple pressure a triple amount of friction, and so of any
other proportionate increase of the load. 

3. 1."he friction does not depend upon tl1e extent of 
surface, the weigl1t of the body retnaining the1. sa1ne. 
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Thus, if a parallelopiped, say of four inches in width 
and one in thickness, as F. plate II. fig. 13, be made 
s1nooth, and laid upon a smooth plane A. B. C. D. and 
the weight P. hung over a pulley, it will require the 
weight P. to draw the body F along, to be equal, whether 
it be laid on its side or on its edge.

The experiments of Vince led him to conclude that 
the Jaw, as thus laid down, ,vas not correct; but 
those more recently performed justify the conclusion,
that it is so, the deviations being so trifling, as not to 
affect the general result. 

4. The friction is greater after the bodies have been 
allowed to remain for some time at rest, in contact with 
each other, than when they are first so placed; as for 
example, a wheel turning upon gudgeons ,vill require a 
greater ,veight to start it after remaining for some hours 
at rest, than it would at first. 

The cause of this appears to be, that the minute aspe• 
rities ,vhich exist even upon the smoothest bodies, gradu
ally sink into the opposite spaces, and thus hold upon
each other. 

It is for the same reason, that a greater force is re
quired to set a body in motion, than to keep it in motion .t. 
If about ¼ the an1ount of a ,veight be required to move 
that weight along in the first instance, ¼ will suffice to 
keep it in motion. 

5. The friction of axles does not at all depend upon
their velocity; thus, a rail-road car travelling at the rate 
of  twenty miles an hour, ,vill not have been retarded by 
friction, n1ore than another \Vhich travels only ten miles
in that time. 

It appears, therefore, from the three last la,vs, that 
the amount of friction is as the pressure directly, with
out regard to surface, time, or velocity.

6. Friction is greatly din1inished by unguents, and 
this diminution is as the nature of the unguents, without 
reference to the substances moving over them. The kind 
of unguent ,vhich ought to be en1ployed depends prin
cipally upon the load; it ought to suffice just to prevent
the bodies from coming into contact with each other. 
The lighter the weight, therefore, the finer and n1ore 
fluid should be the unguent, and vice versa. 
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ARTICLE. 31. 

ON THE FRICTION OF DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES. 

It is well known that in general the friction of t\vo dis
similar substances is less than that of similar substances, 
although alike in hardness. The most recent experi
ments upon this subject are those of Mr. Rennie, of Eng
land, performed in the year 1825, and published in the 
philosophical transactions. Many of the experiments 
were performed upon substances which do not concern 
the present ,vork; those ,vith the metals, and other hard 
substances, ,vere tried both ,vith and without unguents. 
The follo,ving facts ,vere deduced from those in ,vhich 
unguents ,vere not employed : 

Table showing the amount off riction (without unguents) of different 
substances, the insistent ·weight being 36 lbs., and within tlie li
n1.its of abrasion of the softe,· substances. 

Parts of the
whole weights •. 

Brass on wrought iron - - - - - 7.38, 

Brass on cast iron - - - 7. 1 1  

Brass on steel - - r.20 
Soft steel on soft steel - - - 6.s5· 
Cast iron on steel - - - 6.62. 
,,-rought iron on \Vrought iron 6.26· 
Cast iron on cast iron - - 6. 12 
Ilard brass on cast iron - - - - 6.00 
Cast iron on ,vrought iron 5.87 
Brass on brass - - - -

-Tin on cast iron 5.59 
"fin on ,vrought iron - - 5.53 
So(r. steel on wrought iron - 5-28 

\Vith unguents i t  was found that, with gun n1etal on 
cast iron, ,vitl1 oil intervening, the insistent weight be
ing 10 C\Vt. the friction amounted to - i_ of the pres-.s , 6  3 

sure; that by a diminution of \veight, the friction \vas ra
pidly diminished. 

That cast iron on cast iron, under similar circum
stances, sho\ved less friction; and that this \Vas still far
ther din1inished by hog's lard. 
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That yellow brass, on cast iron, with anti-attrition 
composition of black lead and hog's lard, increased fric
tion ,vith light ,veights, and greatly diminished it with 
heavy weights, showing extremely irregular results. 

That yellow brass, on cast iron, with tallow, gave the 
least friction, and may therefore be considered the best 
substance under the circumstances tried. 

That ye11o,v brass, on cast iron, with soft soap, gave
the second best result, being superior to oil. 

ARTICLE 32. 

OF ?.IECHANlCAL CONTRIVANCES, TO REDUCE FRICTION. 

t'riction is considered as of two kinds, the first is occa
sioned by the rubbing of the surfaces of bodies against
each other, the second by the rolling of a circular body, 
as that of a carriage wheel upon the ground, or rollers 
placed under a heavy load. In the preceding articles 
this kind of friction has been considered ; it is that 
,vhich ,ve most frequently have to encounter, and which 
produces the greatest expenditure of po,ver. When 
the parts can be made to roll over each other, the re
sistance is greatly diminished. 1"o change one into the 
other has been the object of those mechanical contri
vances denominated friction wheels, and friction rollers. 

A, in  plate II. :fig. 14, may represent the gudgeon of a 
wheel set to run upon the peripheries of t,vo ,vheels C.  C, 
which ·pass each other; these are called friction ,vheels. 
This gudgeon, instead of grinding, or rubbing its sur
face or the surface on which it presses, carries that sur
face wi\h it, causing the wheels C, C, to revolve. A 
gudgeon B, is sometimes set upon a single wheel, with 
supporters to keep it  on, ,vhich produces an analogous 
effect. 

Less advantage, however, has been derived from fric
tion wheels in heavy n1achinery, than had been antici
pated; and it has been found, in many cases, that they do 
not compensate.for the expense of construction, and their 



liability to get out of order. The rubbing friction still 

them, has rolled round, \.vhilst they have remained at 

The principle of the roller has already been noticed, 
and its mode of action is sho,vn in fig. 15.  plate II, part 

passing one another. 
Such friction rollers, from the use of which so much 

,vas expected, have not been found to answer·ein practice. 
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exists on their gudgeons, and it has frequently happened 
that instead of turning them, the gudgeon resting upon 

rest. 

A B  may represent a body of a 100 tons \.Veight, \Vith the 
under side perfectly smooth and even, set on rollers per
fectly hard and smooth, rolling on a hor-izontal plane, CD, 
perfectly hard, smooth, ·and horizontal. If these rollers 
stand precisely pa_rallel to each other, the least i1nagi•
nab le force ,vould move the load ; even a spiders ,veb 
would be sufficient, ,vere time allowed to overcome the 
inertia. These suppositions, ho,vever, can never be 
realized, and although in this mode of action there ,vill 
be the least possible rubbing friction, there ,vill be  
enough to produce considerable resistance. 

It has been atten1pted to apply this p1·inciple to ,vheel 
carriages, to the sheaves of blocks on ship board, and to 
the axles of other machinery, by an ingenious con· 
trivance called Garnett's friction rollers, for - which a 
patent \Vas obtained in England about fifty years ago, 
by an American gentleman from Ne\.V Jersey. 'I�his 

contrivance i� sho,vn at fig. 16, Plate II. The outside 
ring B. C. D. n1ay represent the box of a carriage "'heel; 
the inside circle A the axle; the circles a a a a a a the 
rollers round the axle, and bet,veen i t  and the box; the 
!nner ring is a thin plate for the pivots of the rollers to run 
1n to keep the1u at a proper distance fr-om. each other. 
'\Vhen the \vheel turns, the rollers p�i5s round on the 
axle, and on the inside of the -box, and·that aln1ost \.vith
out !rictiou, because there is no rubbing of the parts in 

·e ·. .  .· 

If not n1ade ,vith the most perfect aceuracy, they gather 
as they roll, and thus increase the friction. In carriages, 
and, indeed, i n  every kind of n1achine, subject to an ir

regular jolting motion, the rollers, and the cylinder with-
7 
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i.n which they revo]ve, soon become indented, and are 
then worse than useless .. 

ARTICLE 33 .. 

&J' MAXIMUMS, OR THE GREATEST EFFECTS Ol' ANY MACHINE",· 

The effect of a machine is the distance to which it 
moves a body of a given weight, in a given time; or, in 
other ,vords, the resistance ,vhich it overco1nes. The 
weight of th-e oody, multiplied into its velocity, is the 
measure of this effect. 

The theory published by philosophers, and received 
and taught as true, for several centuries past, is, that 
any machine wil1 ,vork '\\1ith its greatest perfection ,vhen 
it is charged ,vith just 4-9ths of the power that ,vould 
hold it in equilibria, and then its velocity ,vill be just ½ 
of the greatest veloeity, of tfic· moving power. 

To explam thi�,. we may suppose the ,vater-wheel� 
Plate II. fig. 17, to be of the undershot kind, 16 feet di
ameter, turned by ,vater issuing from under a 4 feet head, 
with a gate drawn I foot wide, and 1 foot high, then the 
force will be 250 lbs., because that is the weight of the 
column of ,vater above the gate, and its velocity ,vill be 
1 6,2 feet per second, as shall be shown under the· head 
of Hydraulics; the· wheel will then be moved by a po\v
er 0£ 250 lbs., and if let run empty, ,vill 1nove ,vith aeve
locity of 16 feet per second; but if the ,veight W he hung 
by a rope to the axle of two feet diam_eter,e. and \Ve 
continue to add to it until it stops the _,vb.eel, and· holds 
it in equilibrio, the weight '\\1ill be found to be 2000 lbs: 
by the rule, Art. 19; and then the effect of the machine 
is nothing, because th� velocity is nothing: but as ,ve 
decrease the weight W, the ,vheel begins to move, and 
its velocity increases accordingly; and then the prod·uct . 
of the weight multiplied into its velocity, will increase 
until the ,veight is decreased to 4-9ths of 2000=888, 7,
which multiplied into its velocity or distance n1oved,. 
wi11 produce the greatest effect, and the velocity of tll-c. 



wheel will then be l of 16 feet, or 5,33 feet per second .. 
So say those ,vho have treated of it. 

This ,vill probably appear pla�ner to a beginner, if he 
conceives this wheel to be &ppl1ed to work an elevator, 
as E, Plate II, fig. 17, to hoist wheat, an.d suppo_se that 
the buckets ,vhen all full contaia 9 pecks, �nd v:111 hold 
the wheel in equilibrio 'it is evident it will then hoist 
none, because it has no motion; and, in order to o ta1n b . 

ed in any given time will be lessened; this is the established 
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' 
motion, we must lessen the quantity in the buckets, when. 
the wheel will begin to move, and hoist faster and faster 
until the quantity is decreased to 4-9ths or 4 pecks,
and then, by the the01"y, the velocity of the n1achine will 
be ½ of the greatest velocity, when it will hoist the great
est quantity possible in a given time: for if we lessen the 
{lUantity in the buckets below 4 pecks, the quantity hoist

theory. 

ARTICLE 34. 

OLD THEORY INVESTIGATED. 

In order to investigate this theory, and the better to 
understand \Vhat has been said, let us consider as follo\vs; 
namely : 

1. rfhat the velocity of spouting \vater, under 4 feet 
head, is 16 feet per second, nearly. 

2. . T�e section or itrea of the gate drawn, in feet, 
mul�1pl1ed by  the height of the head in feet, gives the 
cubic feet inethe whole co}umn, ,vhich multiplied by. 
62,_5 (the weight of a cubic foot of water) gives the 
weight or force of the whole column pressing on the 
wheel. 

3.  that the radius of the wheel, multiplied by the 
force, �nd that P!oduct divided by the radius of the 
axle, gives the weight that will hold the wheel in equi
librio. 

4. That the absolute velocity of the wheel, subtracted 
from the absolute velocity of the water, leaves the re-
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lative velocity ,vith ,vhich the ,vater strikes the wheel 
,vhen in 1notion. 

5.  '"fhat as the radius of the ,vheel, is to the radius of 
the axle, so is the veloc.ity of the ,vheel, to the velocity 
of the \veight hoisted on the axle. 

6. That the effects of spouting fluids, are as the 
squares of their velocities (see Art. 45, la\V 6,) but the 
instant force of striking fluids is as their velocities simply.
See Art. 8. 

7. That the ,veight hoisted, n1ultiplied into its per
pendicular ascent gives the effect. 

8. That the ,veight of ,vater expended, multiplied 
into its perpendicular descent, gives the power used per
second. 

On these principles I have calculated the following 
scale; first supposing the force of striking fluids, to be as 
the square of their striking or relative velocity, which 
brings out the n1aximum agreeably to the old theory,· namely : 

"\,Vhen the load at equilibrio is 2000, then the maxi
mum load is 888,7=4-9ths of 2000, the effect being then 
greatest, nan1ely, 591  98 as appears in  the 6th co, ,
lumn; and then the velocity of the \vheel is 5,333 feet 
per second, equal to } of 16, the velocity of the water, 
as appears in the 5th line of the scale : but there is an 
evident error in the first principle of this theory, by
counting the instant force of the ,vater on the \vheel to 
be as the square of its striking velocity, it cannot, there
fore, he true. See Art. 41. 

I then calculate upon this principle, namely : that if 
the instant force of striking fluids, is as their velocity
simply, then the load that the machine will carry, with 
its different velocities, will also be as the velocity simply, 
as appears i n  the 7th column; and the load, at a maximum, 
is  1000 lbs.=½ of 2000, the load at equilibrio, when the 
velocity of the \vheel is 8 feet=½ of 16, the velocity of 
th.e ,vater per second; and then the effect is at its great•
est, as shown in the 8th column, namely, 1000, as appears·in the 4th line of the scale. 

'"fbis I call the ne,v theory, (because I found · that 
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'�illiam ,varing had also, about the same time, esta_?l1shed 1t, see Art. 37,) namely, that when any machine 
1s charged \vith just one-half of the load that will hold it 
in equilibrio, its velocity will be just one-half of the na
tural velocity of the moving power, and t�en its effect _,v1ll be at a maximum, or the greatest possible. 

It thus appears that a great error has been long over
looked by philosophers, and that this has rendered the 
theory of no use in practice, hut led many into ex
pensive failures. 
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ARTICLE 35. 

NE\V THEORY DOUBTED. 

Although I know that the velocity of the· wheel, by
this ne,v theory, is (though rather slow,) much nearer to
general practice than by the old, yet I am led to doubt its 
correctness, for the fo11o,ving reasons; namely : 

There are 16 cubic feet of ,vater, equal to 1000 lbs. 
expended i n  a second.; ,vhic·h 1nultiplied by its perpen-· 
dicular descent, 4 feet, produces the power 4000. The 
ratio of the po,ver and effect by the old theory, is as 10' 
to 1,47, and by the ne,v, as 4 to 1, as appears in the 9th 
column of the scale; this is a proof that the old theory is 
incorrect, and sufficient to make us suspect that there is• 
some error in the ne,v. And as the subj'ect i'6 of the 
greatest consequence in practical n1echanics, I therefore 
have endeavoured to discover a true theory, and will sho,v·
my work, in order that if I establish a theory, it1nay be: 
the easier understood, if right, or detected, if wrong •. 

ARTICLE 36. 

ATTE�IPT TO DEDUCE A TRUE THEORY. 

I constructe·d the apparatus fig. 18, Plate II, which re-· 
presents a sitnple wheel ,vith a rope passing over it,. and· 
the weight P, 100 lbs. at one end to act by its gravity,· 
as a po\ver to produce effects, by hoisting the weight w 
at the other end. 

This, seems to be  on the principles· of th·e lever, and: 
overshot ,vheel; but with this exception, that ·the quan-· _t1ty of descending niatter; �cting as ._po\.ver, ,vill still be· 
the san1e� although: the v�Jocity ,vill . be accelerated,
�vhereas, 1n overs�ot ,vheels, the power on the ,vheeI· is · 
inversely, as· the velocity of'the ,vheel; 

Here ,ve n1ust consider, . . . .1 .  That the perpendicular descent of the body P, per· 
second, 1nultip1ied into. its w-eight, shows the po\ver. 

2. That the ,veight ,v, ,vhen multiplied into its per-· 
pendicular ascent, gives the effect. 

3·. That the natural velocity of the falling body P, is 16·  
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feet the first second, and tl1e distance it has to fall 16 feet. 
4. That \Ve suppose that the weight w, or resist

ance, ,vill occupy its proportional part of the velocity; 
that is, if w be=½ P, the velocity ,vith which P will 
then descend, will bet½ 16=8 feet per second. 

5. If '.V be=P, there can be no velocity, consequent
ly no effect; and if \V=o, then P will descend 16 feet in 
a second, but produce no effect, because the po,ver, al
though 1600 per second, is applied to hoist nothing.

Upon these principles I have calculated the following 
scale. 

A SCALE 
FOR DETERMINING THE 

Maximum Charge and Velocity of 100 lbs. 
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By this scale it appears, that ,vhen the ,veight '\v is 
=50=i P the po\ver, the effect is at a n1axin1un,, na�e
!Y, 400, as appears in the 6th colun1n� ,vhen the velocity 
1s half the natural velocity, namely, 8 feet per second; and 
then the ratio of the po,ver to the effect 1s as 10 to 5, as 

By this scale it appears, that all engines that are mov�d 
by one constant power, ,vhich is equally acceler�ted 1n 

po\ver. 
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appears in the 8th line. 

its velocity, 1nust be charged ,vith weight or resistance 
equal to half the moving 1>0\ver, in order to produce 
the greatest effect in a given time; but if time be not re· 
garded, then the greater the charge, so as to leave any
velocity, the greater the effect, as appears by the 8th 
colurnn. So that it appears that an overshot ,vheel, if 
it be 1nac.le i1n1nensely capacious, and to move very slow
ly, niay produce effects in the ratio of 9,9 to 10 of the 

AH.TICLE 37. 

SCALE OF EXPERII\IENTS. 

The following is a scale of actual experiments made 
to prove \Yhether the resistance occupies its proportion 
of the velocity, i n  order that I 1night judge ,vhether the 
foregoing scale ,vas founded on true principles; the ex
periinents ,vere not very accurately 1)erfor1ned, but ,vere 
often repeated, and the results were alv{ays nea.1·ly the 
same. See Plate II. fig. 18. 

. 8 
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• 
C") (N  ... 0 

Distance it had to descend, in feet. - - - - - • 1 �  
Power applied on the wheel, in pounds. - • - - - - 1 �  -



time to descend the same distance; ,vhich seems to show, 
that the �barge occupies its proportional part of the 

Atwood, in his Treatise on Motion, gives a set of ac

ARTICLE 38. 

WILLIAM '\V ARING's THEORY. 
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By this scale it appears, that when the power P falls 
freely without any load, it descends 40 feet in five equal
parts of time; but, when charged with 3,5 lbs. = ½ P,
which was 7 lbs., it then takes up 10 of those parts of 

whole velocity, which was wanted to be known, and the 
maximum appears as in the last scale. It also shows that 
the effect is not as the weight multiplied into the square
of its ascending velocity, .this being the measure of the 
effec� . ·ethat would be· produced by the stroke on a non-
elast1� body. . . 

curate :experin1ents, to prove (beyond doubt)ethat the 
· conclusion I have dra\vn is right; namely:-That th� 
charge occupies its proportional part of the whole velo
city.

These experiments partly confir1ned me in what I have 
called the New Theory; but still doubting, and after I 
had formed -the foregoing tables, I called, for his assist
ance, on - the late ingenious and worthy friend, William 
Waring, teacher in the Friend's Acade1ny, Philadel
phia, who informed me that he had discovered the error 
in the old theory, and corrected it in a paper which he 
had laid before the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia,
wherein he had sho,vn that the velocity of the undershot 
,vater-,vheel, to produce a maximum effect, must be just 
one half the velocity of the water. 

The following are extracts fron1 the above mentioned 
paper, published in the third volume of the transactions 
of th� American Philosophical Society, held at Phila-
delphia, p. 144. 

After his learned and modest introduction, in which 
he shows the necessity of correcting so great an error as 
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the old tl1eory, l1e begins wit}l these words; namely : 
'' But, to eon1e to the point, I ,voul<l just premise these 

DEFU\ITIONS. 

If a stream of ·water impinge against a wheel in mo
tion, there are three different velocities to be  considered 
appertaining thereto; namely :  

1st. The absolute velocity of the ,vater. 
2d. The absolute velocity of the ,vhecl� 

· 3d. The re1ative velocity of the ,vater to thnt of the 
wh-eel; that is, the difference of the absolute v·eJocities,
or the velocity ,vith ,vhich the ,vater overtakes Ol' strikes ·the ,vheel. . 

. No\v �he mistake consists in suppo.sing the mom�nt,1m, 
·or force of the ,vater against the wheel, to be· in the ·du.. 
plicate•ratio of the relative velocity; ,vhereas, 

PnoP. 1 .  

· The force of an invariable strea1n impinging against a 
mill-wheel in motion, is in the simple proportion of the 

·relative velocity.
· ., .For, if  the relative velocity of a fluid against a single

plane be varied either by the motion of the plane or of 
the -fluid from a given aperture, or both, then the num
ber of particles acting on the plane,. in a given time, and 
likewise the momentum of each particle being respec
tively as the relative velocity, the force, on both these 
accounts, must be in the duplicate ratio of the relative 
velocity, agreeably to the co nun on theory, \vith respect 
to this single plane; but the number of these planes, or 
parts of the ,rhec] acted on in a given time, \viJI be as 
the ve1ocity of the ,vheel, or inversely as the relative 
velocity; therefore, the moving force of the wheel 1nust 
be as the simple ratio of the relative velocity. Q. E. D. 

Or the proposition is manifest frotn this coJ:lsitleration, 
that \Vhile the stream is invariable. whatever be the ve
locity of the ,vheel, the same nu�ber of particles, or 
quantity of fluid, n1ust strike it some\vhere or other in a 
given ti,ne; consequently, the variation of the force is 
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only on account of the varied impingent velocity of  the 
same body, occasioned by a �hange of 1u?tion in the _,vheel; that is the 1non1entun1 1s as the relative velocity.

NO\v, this t;ue principle, substituted for the erroneous 
one in use, will bring th·e theory to_ agre� remarkably
,vith the notable experiments of the 1nqen1ous S1neaton,
published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London, for the year 1751, vol. 51; for 
,vhich the honorary annual medal '\Vas adjudged by the 
society, and presented to the author by their president . 

. An instance or two of the imp_ortance of this correction 
m�y be· adduced, as follo\vs : 

PROP. II. 

. The velocity of a ,vheel, 1noved by the impact of a 
stream, must be half the velocity of the fluid, to pro•
duce the greatest effect possible. 

S V=the velocity, l\.1=the 1no1nentu1n, of the fluid. 
(. V=the velocity, P=the po\ver, of the \vheel. 

Then V-v=their relative velocity, by definition 3d. 

And, as V:V-v::M :M xV-v=P, (Prop. I,) which 
V 

xv=P., , - )lx \r,�--v-2 =a maximu1n; hence Vv-v2 = 

a maximun1 and its flux ion ( v being a variable quantity)T=Vv-2vv=0; therefore =rv ; that is, the velocity of 
the wheel�half that of the fluid, at the place of impact 
when the effect is a maximum. Q. E. D. 

The usual theory gives v=½V, where the error is not 
less than one-sixth of the true velocity. 

,vl\'I. WARING.'' 

Philadelphia, 7th 1 
9th 1no. 1790. S 
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I here omit quoting Prop�sition III. as it is altogether
algebraical, and refers to a figure; I am not writing for 
men of science, but for practical mechanics. 

ARTICLB 39. 

Extractfrom a farther paper, read in the Philosophical 
Society, .ll.pril 5th,, 1793. 

'' Since the Philosophical Society were pleased to fa
vour my crude observations on the theory of mills with 
a publication in their transactions, I am apprehensive 
some part thereof may be misapplied; it being therein 
demonstrated, that ' the force of an invariable stream,
impinging against a mill-wheel in motion, is in the sim
ple direct ratio of the relative velocity.' Some may su·p
pose that the effect produced should be in the sa1ne· pro
portion, and either fall into an error, or fi:nding by 
experiment, the effect to be as the square of the velocity, 
conclude the new theory to be not well founded; I there
fore ,vish there had been a little added, to prevent sach 
misapplication, before the Society had been troubled with 
the reading of n1y paper on that subject, perhaps some
thing like the follo\ving. 
- -. The maximun1 effect of an undershot wheel, produced 
by a given quantity of ,vater, in a given time, is in the 
duplicate ratio of the velocity of the water ; for the ef
fect must be as the impetus acting on the ,vheel, multi
plied into the vel�city thereof : bu� this impetus is de
monstrated to be simply as the relative ve)ocity, Propo- · 
iition I., and the velocity of the wheel, producing a 
maxi1num, being half of the \Vater by Proposition II., is 
Iike,vise as the velocity of the water; hence the J>O\ver 
acting on. the wheel, multiplied into the velocity of the 
,vheel, or the effect produced, inust be in the duplicate
ratio of the velocity of the ,vater. Q. E. D. 

CoROLLARY. I-Ience the effect of a given quantity ofwa
ter, in a given time, ,vill be as the height of the head, be
cause this height is as the square of the velocity. This 
also agrees with experiment. 
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· If the force, acting on the wheel, were in duplicate 
ratio of the water's velocity, as is usually asserted, then 
the effect would be as the cube thereof, when the quan
tity of water and time are given, which is contrary to 
the result of experiment.'' 

ARTICLE 40. 

WARING,.S THEORY DOUBTED. 

From the time I first called on William Waring, until 
I read his publication on the subject ( after his death,) I 
had rested partly satisfied ,vith the new theory, as I 
have called it, ,vith respect to the velocity of the wheel,
at least; but finding that he had not determined the 
charge, as well as the velocity, by which \Ve might have 
compared the ratio of the po\ver and the effect produced, 
and that he had assigned some\vhat different reasons for 
the error, and having found the motion to be rather too 
slow to agree ,vith practice, I began to suspect the \vhole, 
and resumed the search for a true theory, thinking that 
perhaps no person had ever yet considered every thing 
that affects the calculation; I therefore pre1nised the fol,.· 
lowing 

POS1 "' ULATES. 

1.  A given quantity of perfectly elastic, or solid mat
ter, impinging on a fixed obstacle., its effective force is 
as the squares of its different velocities, although its in
s�nt force may be as its velocities simply, because the. 
d!st:tnce i t  will recede after the stroke through any re
r1st1np.medium, will· be as the squares of its i1npinging 
veloc1t1es. 

2. An equal quantity of elastic n1atter impinging on a 
. fixed obst�cle ,vith a double velocity produces a quad

l'uple effect, their effects are as the s�uares of their ve
locities. Consequently-

3. A double quantity of said matter., i1npinging. with a. 
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double velocity, produces an octuple effect, or their ef;.
fects are as the cubes of their velocities, Art. 47 and 67. 

4. If the impinging 1natter be · non-elastic, such · as 
fluids, tl)en the instant ferce ,viii be but half, but the ra,;. 
tio ,vill be the same in  each case. 

5. A double velocity, through a given aperture, gives
a double quantity to strike the obstacle or wheel; there
fore the effects ,vill be as the cubes of the velocity. See 
Art. 47. 

6. But a double relative velocity cannot increase the 
quantity that is to act on the ,vheel; therefore, the ef
fect can only be as the square of the velocity, by postu
late 2. 

7. Although the instant force and effects of fluids 
striking on fixed obstacles, are only as their simple velo
cities, yet their effects, on moving wheels, are as the 
squares of their velocities; because, 1st, a double striking
velocity gives a double instant force, ,vhich bears a dou
ble load on the ,vheel; and, 2d. a double velocity moves 
the load a double distance in  an equal time, and a double 
load 1noved a double distance, is a quadruple effect • 

. ARTICLE 41. 

SEARCH FO TRUE THEORY, COMMENCED ON A NEW PLAN, 

It appears t ,ve have applied wrong principles in 
our search aft true theory of the n1aximum veloci-
ty, and ]oad dershot ,vater-whee1s, or other engines
1noved by a:·· onstant po,ver, that does not increase or 
decrease in quantity on the engine, as on an overshot 
,vater-whee], as the velocity varies. 

Let us suppose ,vater to issue from under a head .pf 
16 feet, on an undershot ,vater-,vheel; then, i f  the wheel 
move freely ,vith the ,vater, its velocity ,vill be 32,4 
feet per second, btit ,vi]I bear no load. 

Again; suppose ,ve load it, so as to make its motion 
equal only to the velocity of ,vater spouting from under ll 
head of 15 feet; it appears evident that the load will 

., 
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then be just equal to the I foot of the head, the velocity of \Vhich is checked; and this load multiplied into the velocity of the wheel; namely : 3I,34x l�3I,34, for the 
This appears to be the true principle, from ,vhich we must seek the maximum velocity and load, for such engines as are moved by one constant power; and on thi9 principle I have calculated the following scale. 

. ,,. 
A SCAL:E! 

l'Oll DETERMINING THE 

TRUE MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND LOAn 
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In this scale let us suppose the aperture of the gate to 
be a square foot; then the greatest 1oad that will balance 
the head \vill be 16 cubic feet of ,vater and the different 
loads ,viii be sho,vn in cubic feet of ,vater. 

It appears, by this scale, that ,vhen the wheel is load
ed with 10,66 cubic feet of water, just -i of the greatest
load, its velocity ,viii be 18,71 feet per second, just ,577 
parts of the velocity of the ,vater, and the effect pro
duced is then at a maximum, or the greatest possible,
nan1elyt: 199,44. 

To make this more plain, ]et us suppose A B, Plate 
II. fig. 19, to be a fall of ,vater of 16 feet, which we 
wish to apply to produce the greatest effect possible, by 
}1oisting ,vater on its side, opposite to the power ap
plied. First, on the undershot principle, where the wa
ter acts by its impulse only. Let us suppose the ,vater 
to strike the wiieel at I, then, if we let the wheel move 
freely without any load, it ,viii n1ove ,vith the velocity 
of the ,vater, namely, 32,4 feet per second, but ,viii 
produce no effect, if the water issue at C; although there 
be 32,4 cubic feet of water expended, under 16 feet 
perpendicular descent. Let the ,veight of a cubic foot 
of ,vater be represented by unity or 1, for ease in count
ing; then 32,4x16 ,viii show the po,ver expended, per 
second, namely, 518,4; and the water it hoists multi
plied into its perpendicular ascent, or height hoisted, 
will show the effect. Then, in order to obtain effect 
from the 1>ower, we load the wheel; the simplest ,vay of 
doing ,vhich is, to cause the tube of \Valer C D, to act 
on the back of the bucket at I; then, if C D be equal to 
A B, the wheel ,viii be held in equilibrio; this is the 
greatest load, and the whole of the fall A B is balanced, 
and no part left to give the wheel velocity; therefore 
the effect=O. But if we make C D=12 feet of A B, 
then from 4 to A,=4 feet, is left unbalanced, to give ve
locity to the wl1eel, ,vhich being loaded with 12 feet, 
would be exactly balanced by· 12 on the other side, and 
left perfectly free to move either way by the least force 
applied beyond this balancet. Therefore, it is evi
dent, that the whole pressure or force of 4 feet of A B, 
will act to give velocity to the wheel, and, as there is· 
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no resistance to oppose the pressure of these 4 feet, the 
velocity will be that of ,vater spouting fron1 under a 4 
feet head, namely, 16,2 feet per second, which is �ho,,·n 
by the horizontal line, 4=16,2; and the perpendicular
line, 12=12, represents the load of the wheel; the rec
tangle or product of these t,vo lines forms a _parallelo
gra1n, the area of ,vhich is a true representation of t�e 
effect, namely, the load 12 n1ultiplied into 16!12, the �1s
tance it moves per second=l 94,4, the effect. In like 
manner we may try the effect of different loads; the less 
the load, the g�eater will be the velocity. �fhe hori
zontal lines all show the velocity of the wheel, produced 
by the respective heads left unbalanced, and the per
pendicular lines show the load on the wheel; and we 
find, that \\·hen the load is 10,66= � 16, the load at 
equilibrio, the velocity of the \vheel ,vill be 18, 71 feet 
per second, whicl1 is -t-i'o�.; parts, or a little less than 6 
tenths, 01· i the velocity of the ,vater, and the effect is 
199,44 the 1naximum or greatest possible; and if the 
aperture of the gate be 1 foot, the quantity will be 18, 
71 cubic t'eet per second. The power being 18,71
cubic feet expended per second, n1ultiplie<l by 16 feet,
the perpendicular descent, prouuces 299,36, the ratio 
of the po,ver and effect, being as 10 to 6f:s, or nearly as 
3: 2; but this is supposing none of the force lost by non
elasticity.

This 1nay appear plainer, if ,ve suppose the \Yater to 
descend in the tube A B, and, by its pressure, to raise 
the \Yater in the tube C D; for it is evident, that i f  \Ve 
raise the \Yater to D, \\-·e have no velocity, therefore,
effect=o. Then again, if ,vc open the gate at C, ,ve 
have 32,4 feet per second velocity; but because \Ve do 
not hoist the ,vatcr to any height, effect is=o. There
fore, the maxin1um is s01ne\vhere bet,veen C and D. 
Then �upppose ,ve open gates of 1 foot area, at differ
ent he1�hts, the �elocity ,vi i i  sho\v the quantity of _cubic 
fe�t raised; ,vh1ch multipl ieu by the perpendicular 
height of the gate fron1 C, or hei-::,o-ht raised, gives the ef
fect, and the maximun1 as befo;e. But h.ere \Ye must 
consider, that in both these cases the ,vater acts as a 
perfectly definite quantity!' which will produce effects 



Again, if ,ve suppose the ,vheel to move ,vith half the 
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equal to elastic bodies, or equal to its gravity (See Art. 
59,) ,vhich is unattainable in  practice :  ,vhereas, when 
it acts by percussion only, i t  conununicates only half of 
its original force, on account of its non-elasticity, the 
other half being spent in  splashing about; therefore the 
true effect will be -Afr; ( a little more than ½) of the moving
po,ver; because nearly ½ is lost to obtain velocity, and 
half of the remaining ! is lost by non-elasticity. These 
are the reasons why the effect produced by an under-
shot ,vheel is only half of that produced by an over
shot ,vheel, the perpen<licu]ar descent and quantity of 
\Yater being equal. And this agrees ,vith Smeaton's 
experiments (see _-1\.rt. 68;) but if we suppose the velo
city of the wheel to be one-third that of the ,vater=l0,8, 
and the load to be t of 16, the greatest load at equilibrio, 
which is=7,lll ,  as by old theory, then the effect will 
be  10,8x4,9 of 16 =76,79 for the effect, ,vhich is quite
too little, the moving po,ver being 32,4 cubic feet of 
,vater, 1nultiplied by 16 feet descent=5t18,4; the effect 
by this theory being less than 11-/1, of the power, about 
half equal to the effect by experiment, ,vhich effect is 
set on the outside of the dotted circle in fig. 19. The 
dotted lines join the corner of the paral1elograms, formed 
by the lines that represent the loads and velocities, i n  
each experitnent or supposition, the areas of ,vhich truly
represent the effect, and the dotted line A a d x, meet
ing the perpendicular line x E in the point x, forming
the parallelogran1 A�Cx, truly represents the po,ver 
a::::518,4. 

velocity of the ,vater, nan1ely, 16,2 feet per second ; and 
to be loaded ,vith half the greatest load=8, according to
Waring's theory; then the effect will be 16,2x8=129,6
for the effect, about 1\\- of the po,ver, which is still less _
than by experiment. .i\.11 this see1ns to confirm the n1ax
inu11n brought out on the ne\:v principles.

But, if we suppose, according to the new principle, 
that, when the wheel moves ,vith the velocity of 1 6,2 
feet per second, which is the velocity of a 4 feet head,
it will then bear as a load the ,remaining 12 feet, then 
the effect will be I6,2x.12=194,., which nearly agrees 



sufficient to bear a load of 16 cubic feet. 

c matter struck the plane,) strike a whe_el in the (�1th �luch the 16 f�et of elastis.lme time, alt_h�ugh 1t cate 0;11,Y h�lf force that gave it mott0n� yet, commum_b�cause th�rc is a _double quantity str1kmg in 
the 
the same me, the effects will be ti __�qu:il;_t�1a� 1s, 1t will bea.r a load of 16 cubic feet, oi· the whole column to hohl 1t 11) cq 

Aga
u1libr10. 

to check the whole velocity, requires the whole column th:it yroduces in,, 

�uires 2-3ds of the whole- column, and this is 'the maximum load. \Vhen the �e
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with practice : but as most mills in practice move fastei:,
and fe,v slower than \vhat I call the true maxin1um, this 
sho\\'S it to be �earest the truth ; the true maximutn ve
locity being ,577 of the velocity of the ,vate·r, �nd the 
mills in practice moving with %, and gen�rally quicker.*

This scale also establishes a true max1n1um charge for 
an overshot wheel;- that is, if ,ve suppose the pov;er,
or quantity of ,vater on the wheel at once, to be alV11�YS 
the same, even although the velocity vary, which 
would he the case, if the buckets were kept al,vays full: 
for, suppose the ,vater to be shot into the wheel at a, and
by its gravity to raise the whole ,vater again on the op
posite side ; then as soon as the ,vater rises in the wheel 
to d, it is evident that the ,vheel will stop, and the effect 
bl> =O ; therefore, ,ve must let the ,vater out of the 
,vheel, before it rises to d, \vhich ,vill be, in effect, to lose 
part of the po,ver to obtain velocity. If the buckets both 
descending and ascending, carry a colutnn of ,vater 1
foot square, then the velocity of the ,vheel \vill show the 
quantity hoisted as befol'e, ,vhich 1nultiplied by the per
pendicular ascent, sho\VS the effect ;  and the quantity
expended multiplied by the perpendicular descent sho\VS 
the power ; and we find, that when the \Vheel is loaded 
,vith ! of the po\ver, the effect \vill be at a maxi1num;
that is, the ,vhole of the water is hoisted, ¼ of its whole 

• The reason why the wheel bears so great a load at a maximum, appears to
be as follows; namely:-

A 16 feet head of water over a gate of 1 foot, issues 32,4 cubic feet of water.
�n a s�ond, to strike the wheel in the same time, that a heavy body will take up
1n falling through the height of the head. Now, if 16 cubic feet of elastic mat
ter were to fall 16 feet, and strike an elastic plane, it would rise by the force of
the s�ke to the height from whence it fell; or, in other words, it will have force 

�gain, _eif 32 cubic feet of non-elastic matter, moving with the same velocity 

the ve�oc·ty; conseque�tly, to check any part ofthe velocity, will require such a
Part of the column! as 1s equal to the part checked; aud we find by Art. 41, that,
to check the velocity ofthe whee], so as tobe 577 ofthe velocity ofthe water it 

loc�ty of the wheel is multiplied by 2-3ds of the column, it produces the effect,which will be to the power, as 38 to 100; or, as 3,8 to 10, somewhat more than
l-3d, and the friction and resistance ofthe air may reduce it to l-3d, 
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locity as \veil as po\ver. 
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descent; or i of the water, the whole of the descent; 
theFefore, the ratio of the po,ver to the effect is as 3 to 
2 ;  or double the effect of an undershot ,vheelt: but this 
is supposing the quantity in the buckets to be always
the same, whereas, i n  overshot whee]g, the quantity in 
the buckets is inversely as the velocity of the wheel;
that is, the slower the motion of the wheel, the greater
the quantity in  the buckets, and the greater the veloci
ty, the Jess the quantityt: but, again, as we are obliged
to let the overshot wheel move with a considerable ve
locity, in order to obtain a steady, regular motion to the 
mill, we shall find this charge to be always nearly right;
h�nce, I deduce the following theory. 

ARTICLE 42. 

A TRUE THEORY DEDUCED. 

This scale seems to have shown, 
I .  That ,vhen an undershot n1ill moves with ,577 or 

nearly ,6 of the velocity of the water, it will then bear a 
.charge, equal to ! of the load that will hold the wheel 
in equilibria, and then the effect wi11 be at a maximum. 
The ratio of the power to the effect ,vill be as 3 to 1,
J1early.

2. That ,vhen an overshot ,vheel is charged with f of 
the weight of the ,vater acting upon the \\·heel, then the
.effect will be at a maxin1un1; that is, the greatest effect 
that can be produced by said power in a given ti1ne, and 
the ratio of the po,ver to the effect \.vill be as 3 to z,

near1y.
3. That ½ of the po\ver is necessarily lost, to obtain 

velocity, or to overcome the inertia of the n1atter; and 
this ,viii hold true with all machinery that requires ve

This I believe to be the true 
theory of water-mi1ls, for the follo\ving reasons; nan1e}y: 

1 .  The theory is deduced . from original reasoning, 
,vithout depending much on calculation. 



best of my information. 
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2. �t agrees better than any other theory, with the.ingenious Smeaton's experiments. . .3. It agrees best with real practice, according to the 

_Yet I do not ,vish any person. to receive it _implicitly,
\V1thout first informing himself ,vhether 1� be ,vell 
founded, and in accordance with actual experiencet: for 
this reason I have quoted the experiments of Smeaton 
at full length, in this ,vork, that the reader n1ay con1-
pare them with the theory. 
TRUE THEOREM FOR FINDING THE MAXIMUM CHARGE 

FOR UNDERSHOT ,vHEELS.-

As the square of the velocity of the water, or wheel 
empty, is to the height of the head, or pressure, ,vhich 
produced that velocity, so is the square of the velocity
of the wheel loaded, to the head, pressure, or force, 
,vhich ,vi11 produce that velocity; and this pressure, de
ducted from the whole pressure or force, will leave the 
load moved by the ,vheel, on its periphery or verge,
which load, multiplied by the velocity of the ,vheel, 
shows the effect. 

PROBLEM. 

Let V=32,4, the velocity of the water or ,vheel, 
P=16, the pressure, force, or load, at equilibrio, 
V=the velocity of the wheel, supposed to be 16,2, 

feet, per second, 
p=the pressure, force, or head, to produce said ve-· 

locity,
l=the load on the ,vheel, 
Then to find l, the load, we must :first find p;-. 
Then, by
Theorem VV : P::vv:p,

And P-p=l 
VVp=vvP 

VJ. 
1J-p=12, the load•. 

http:person.to
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\Vhich, in words at length, is, the square of the veloci · 
ty of the ,vheel, n1ultiplied by the whole force, pressure, 
or head of the ,vater, and divided by the square of the 
velocity of the water, quotes the pressure, force, or head 
of water, that is left unbalanced by the load to produce 
the velocity of the \vheel; which pressure, force, or 
head, subtracted from the whole pressure, force, or 
head, leaves the load that is on the wheel. 

ARTICLE 43. 

Theorem/or finding the velocity of the wheel, when u•e 
have the velocity of the water, load at equilibrio, and 
load on the wheel given. 

As the square root of the whole pressure, force or· 
load at equilibrio, is to the velocity of the water, so is 
the square root of the difference, between the load on 
the wheel_. and the load at equilibrio, to the velocity of 
the ,vheel. 

PROBLEM. 

Let V =velocity of the \Vater=32,4, 
P=-=pressure, force, head, or load at equilibrio 16, 

l=the load on the wheel, suppose 12, 
v=velocity of the wheel, 

Then by the 
�'heoremv1P:V::v1P-l:v 

AndvPxv=V vP-1 
, rvP-1 

v - 16,2 5The velocity of the 
- vP l wheel. 

That is, _in _words at length, the velocity of the water 
32,4, mult1pl1ed by the square root of the difference, 
bet,veen the load on the ,vhee1, 12, and the load at 
equilibrio 16=2=64,8, divided by the square root of 
the load at equilibrio, quotes 16,2, the velocity of the 
wheel. 

Now, if we seek for the maximt\m, by either of these 
theorems, it will be found as in the 1cale, fig. 19. 
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Perhaps here may no,v appear the true cause of the 
error in the old theory, Art. 34, by supposing the load 
on the wheel, to be as the square of the relative veloci
ty of the water and ,vhcel. 

And of the error in ,vhat I have called the ne,v theo• 
ry, by supposing tl1e load to be in the simple ratio of 
the relative or striking velocity of the ,vater, Art. 38;
,vhereas it is to be found by neither of these propor
tions. 

Neither the old nor the ne,v theory agrees with 
practice; therefore, we may suspect they are both found� 
ed in error. 

But if  what I call the true theory should be  found to 
accord witl1 experience, the practitioner need not be 
much concerned on \Vhat it is founded. 

ARTICLE 44. 

Of the Maximu1n Velocity for Ove1·shot TVheels, or 
those. that are maved by the iveight of the Water. 

Before I dismiss the subject of maximums, I think it
best to consider, whether this doctrine will apply to the 
motion of the overshot ,vheel. It seems to be the gene
ral opinion of those ,vho consider the matter, that it 
,vill not; but that the slo,ver the ,vheel moves, provided 
it be capacious enough to hold all the ,vater, without 
losing any until it be delivered at the botto1n of the 
,vheel, the greater ,vill be the effect, ,vhich appea1•s to 
be  the case i n  theory (see Art. 36;) but ho,v far this 
theory will hold good in practice is to be considered. 
�aving met with the ingenious James Sn1eaton's expe
riments, where he sho,vs, that ,vhen the circun1ference 
of his little ,vheel, of 24 inches dian1eter, (head 6 inches)
1noved ,vith about 3,1 feet per second (although the 
greatest effect ,vas di1ninished about 2\1 of  the whole) he 
obtained the best eil'ect, ,vith a steady, regular n1otion. 
Hence he conclu<lcs about three feet to be the best ve
locity for the circu1nference of overshot 1ni1ls. See
Art. 68. I undcrtuak to con1pare this theory of his

10 
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with the best niills in practice, and, finding that those 
of about 17 feet diameter generally 1noved about 9 feet 
per second, being treble the ve::locity assigned by Smea
ton, I began to doubt the tl1 tory, ,. vhich led me to in
quire into the principle that nioves an overshot ,vheel; 
and this I found to be that of a Lody descending by its 
gravity, and subject to all the la,vs of falling bodies 
(Art. IO,) or of bodies descending inclined planes, and 
curved surfaces ( Art. 11 ; )  the 111;,tion being equably 
accelerated in the \Vhole of its descent, its velncity be
ing as the square root of the distance descended through; 
an<l, that the <lian1eter of the ,vheel ,vas the distance 
through \vhich the water descended. From thence I 
concluded, that the velocity of the circun1ference of 
overshot wheels was as the square root of their dian1e
ters, and of the distance the water bas to descend, if it 
be a breast or a I>itch-hack ,vheel : then, taking Smea
ton's experiments, \Vith his wheel of two feet diatneter, 
for a foundation, I say, As the square root of the diame
ter of Smeaton's wheel i� to its maximum velocity, so 
is the square root of the diameter of any other wheel, to· 
its maxim urn velocity. Upon these principles I have 
calculated the following table; and, having compared it.
with at least 50 mills in practice, found it to agree so. 
nearly with all those best constructed, that I have rea
son to believe it is founded on true principles. 

If  an overshot ,vheel move freely, \vithout resistance, 
it will require a mean velocity het\veen that of tlie wa
ter coming on the wheel, anll the ;;realest vel,icitv it 
,voulcl acquire, by falling f1·cely through its ,vhole wdc
scent: th�ref.-::re, this 1nean velocity ,vill be greater than 
the velocity of the ,vnter con1ing on the ,,·heel; conse
quently, the back.; of the buckets ,vi11 overtake the ,va_
ter, and drive a great part i:,f it out of the ,vheel. But, 
the ve].-icity of the ,vater• hein.Q' accelerated by its 0·ra-u b 

vity, overtakes the ,vheel, perhaps half \Vay ,lo,vn, and 
presses on the buckets, until it leaves the ,vheel : there
fore the ,vater presses har<ler upon the buckets in the 
lower than in the 1 1pper quarter of' the ,vhecl. I -Iencc 
appears the reason ,vhy sorne ,vhccls east their ,vatcr; 
which is al,vays the case_, ,vhcn the hea.u is not snfficient 

I 
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to _give it velocity enough to ente� the buckets. But _this depends also much on the pos1t1on of the buckets,
and the direction of the shute into them. It, however, 
appears evident that the head of water above the wheel,
should be nicely adjusted to suit the velocity of the 
\vhee]. Here we m·ay consider, that the hea� a?ove 
the wheel acts by percussion, or on the sa111e pr1nc1ples
,vith the undersl1ot wheel; and, as we have shown (Art.
40) that the u11dershot wheel should move ,vith nearly
2-3ds of the velocity of the water, it appears, tl1at ,ve 
should allow a head over the whee], that will give sucl1 
velocity to the ,vater, as ,vi1l be to that of the wheel as 
3 to 2. Thus, the ,vhole descent of the ,vater of a 1nill
seat shnuld be nicely divided bet,veen head and fall, to 
suit each other, in order to obtain the best effect, and 
a steady-n1oving n1ill. First, find the velocity with which 
the ,vheel ,viii move, by the ,veight of the ,vater, for 
any diameter you may su1)pose you ,vill take for the 
whee], and divide said velocity into t,vo parts; then try 
if your head be such as ,vill cause the water to come on 
with a velocity of 3 such parts, making due allowances 
for the friction of the water, according to the. aperture.
See Art. 55. Then, if the buckets and tl1e direction of 
the shute be right, the wheel will receive the ·.vater well, 
and move to the best advantage, keeping a steady, re
gular- n1otion ,Yhen at ,vork, loaded or charged ,vith a 
resistance equal to 2-3(1s of its .110\ver. (Art. 41, 42. ) 
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MECHANICS. 

A TABLE 

011' 

VELOCITIES OF THE CIRCUl\iFERENCE 

OP' 

o,rERSHOT WHEELS 

Suitable to their Diameters, or rather to the Fall, after the Water strikes the 
wheel; and of the head of ,vater above the ,vheel, suitable to said Velocities; 
also of the Number of Revolutions the Wheel will perfonn in a ?t1inute, when 
rightly charged. 
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It has be;n s110,:vn, that there is a maximum load I . 

city of the moving po\ver. 
2. There is also a maximum size, velocity, and feed for 
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This doctrine of maximums is very interesting, and is 
to be met with in 1nany occurrences through life. 

a?d velocity for all engines, to suit the po\ver and velo-

mill-stones, to suit the power; a maximum velocity for 
rolling screens, and bolting-reels, by wl1ich the greatest
work can be done in the best manner, in a given time. 

3. A maximum degree of perfection and closeness,
with ,vhich grain is to be  manufactured into flour, so as 
to yield the greatest profit by the mill in a day or week,
and this maximum is continually changing with the 
prices in the 1narket, so that \Vhat \Vould be the greatest 
profit at one tiu1e, ,vill. sink money at another. See
Art. 113. 

4 .  A maximum ,veight for n1allets, axes, sledges, &c.,
according to the strengtl1 of those that use the1n. 

A true attention to the principles of maxin1ums, will 
prevent us from running into many errors. 
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	stones, iron, or any heavy_matter, will not overt�rn so easily, as ,vhen loaded ":1th ,vod, hay, or anyiarticle; for ,vhen the load 1s no� h1g�er thanea ?, 
	ed 
	with 
	?
	l
	ght 

	_
	fig. 22, a line fro1n the centre o.f gravity will fall w1th1n the centre of the base at c; but if the load be as l1igl1 as d, it will then fall outside the base of the ,vheels at e, consequently it ,vill overturn. . From this appears the error of those, who hastily rise in a coacl1 or boat, ,vhen it is likely to overset, thereby throwing the centre of gravity more out of the base, and increasing their danger. 
	CHAP1'ER II. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 15. 
	OF THE
	OF THE
	MECHANIC.AL PO\VERS, 

	Having premised and considered all that is necessaryfor the better understanding those n1achines called mechanical owers, we no,v proceed to treat of them. They are six in number; namely: 
	p

	The Lever, the Pulley, the Wheel and Axle, the Inclined Plane, and the Scre,v. 
	These are called Mechanical Po,vers, because they increase our po,ver of raising or moving heavy bodies. Although they are six in number, yet they are all govrned by on·e simple principle, ,vhich I shall call the First General Law of Mechanical Powers; it is this, the momentums of the power aricl weight are alwas eual,when the enine is in, equilibrio. 
	Ł
	y
	q
	g

	Momentum, here means the product of the \veight 
	of 

	the body multiplied into the distance it moves; that is,
	the po\ver multiplied into its distance moved, or into its 
	istance from the. centre of its velocity,
	?
	motion, 
	or 
	into 

	is equal to the ,ve1ght multiplied into its distance n1oved, 
	or into its distance from the of motion, or into its 
	centre 

	velocity; or, the po,ver 1nultiplied into its perpendicular
	descent, is equal to the ,veight 1nultiplied into its per
	pendicular ascent. 
	• 
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	The Second General Law of Mechanical Powers, is, 
	The power of the engine, and velocity of the weight moved, are always in the inverse proportion to each other; that is, the greater the velocity of the weightmoved, the less it must be; and the less the velocity, the greater the \\'eight may be: and that universally in all cases. 
	The Third General Law, is,

	01 5ginal poiver is alu·ays lost in overco1ning friction., inertia, 'Ye., but no power cr.tn be gained by engines, when time is considered in, the calc1:1.lation. 
	01 5ginal poiver is alu·ays lost in overco1ning friction., inertia, 'Ye., but no power cr.tn be gained by engines, when time is considered in, the calc1:1.lation. 
	Part of tlie 

	Artifact
	In the theory of this science, we suppose all planes to be perfectly smooth and even, levers to have no weight, cords to be perfectly pliable, and n1achines to have no friction: in short, all imperfections are to be laid aside, until the theory is established, and then proper allowances are to be n1ade for them. 
	Artifact
	AR1.'ICLE 16. 
	AR1.'ICLE 16. 
	or THE LEVER. 
	or THE LEVER. 
	A bar of iron, of wood, or of any other inflexible material, one part of which is supported by a fulcrum or prop, and all other parts turn or move on that prop, as their centre of motion, is called a lever; \vhen the lever is extended on each side of the prop, these extensions are called its atrms; the veloity or motion of every part
	Ł

	_t
	_t
	_

	of these arms, 1sdirectly as its distance from the centre of motion, by the third law of circular motion. With respect to the lever, when in equilibrium,Observe the folJowing laws:
	. 
	,-

	1. Tbe power and weight are to each other, inversetheir distances from the prop, or centre of motion. 
	,
	fy 
	as 

	That is,. th,e powP, fig. 8, Plate I. which is one multiplied into itsdistance B C, from the centre 12, is equal to. the weight 12 multiplied into its distance A B I; each product being 12. 
	er 
	· 

	I 
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	t is, the power multiplied
	t is, the power multiplied
	Tha

	. 

	. 
	escent, is equal to the weight multiplied into 
	d
	i
	t
	s 
	per
	.; 

	. . 
	pendicular ascent. 
	4. elocities are aŁ their distances from their' centre of motion, by the 3d law of circular motion, p. 28. 
	Their v

	e simple laws hold universally true, in all meers or engines; therefore it is easy (from e simple principles) to compute the po\ver of anyer simple or con1pound; for it is only to find w much swifter the power moves than the ,veight, or er it moves in the same time; and so e power (and time of producin•g it) increasedthe help of the engine. 
	Thes
	chanical po\v
	thes
	engine, eith
	ho
	how much farth
	much is th
	,
	by 

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 17. 
	GENERAL RULES FOR CO?I-IPUTING THE PO\-VER OF ANY ENGINE. 
	GENERAL RULES FOR CO?I-IPUTING THE PO\-VER OF ANY ENGINE. 
	I. either the distance of the power from its· tre of motion, by the distance ot' the weight from its centre of motion .. Or, 
	Divide 
	cen

	2. the space passed through by the power,ed through by the \veight, (this space either on the arch, or on the perpen
	Divide 
	by the space pass
	may be coun
	Ł
	ed 

	_each,) and the quotient ,vii] show w much the OWer is increased y the help of he en
	dicular described by 
	h
	?
	J?
	b
	Ł

	_
	, Ł multiply the power applied to the engand the product will be the po\ver engine, \Vhether simple or compound. 
	g
	ine 
	the
	i
	n
	e
	, 
	by 
	that 
	q
	uoti
	e
	n
	t, 
	of the 
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	EXAMPLES. 
	EXAMPLES. 
	Let A B C, Plate I. fig. 8, represent a ]ever; then, to compute its power, divide the distance of the power P from its centre of motion BC 12, by the distance AB 1, 
	.. Qf the weight W, and the quotient is 12:. the power is increased 12 times by the engine; which, multiply bythe power applied 1, produces 12, the power of the engine at A, or the weight W, that will balance P, and hold the engine in equilibrio. But suppose the arm A B to be continued to E, then, to find the power of the engine, divide the distance B C 12, by B E 6, and the quotient is two; ,vhich multiplied by 1, the power applied, produces 2, the power of the engine, or weight w to balance P. 
	Or divide the perpendicular descent C D of the powe�equal 6, by the perpendicular ascent E F equal 3; and the quotient 2, mu]tiplied by the power P equal I, produces 2, the power of the engine at E. 
	Or divide the velocity of the power P equal 6, by tha velocity of the weight w equal 3; and the quotient 2, 111.ultiplied by the po,ver I, produces 2, the po,ver of the engine at E. If the power P had been applied at s, then it would have required to have been 1½ to balance W, or w: because 1½ times 8 is 12, which is the momentum of both weights ,v and w. If it had been applied at 6, it must have been 2; if at 4, it must have been 3; and so on for any other distance from the prop or centre of motion. 
	ARTICLE 18. 
	ARTICLE 18. 
	OF THE DIFi'ERENT KINDS OF LEVERS. 
	There are four kinds of Levers. 
	There are four kinds of Levers. 
	1. The most common kind, ,vhere the prop is placed 
	between the weight and power, but generally nearest the . weight, as other\vise, there would be no gain of po\ver. 
	2. When the prop is at one end, the power at the 
	• 
	other, and the weight between thein . 
	I 
	I
	•
	f
	' 
	!
	.
	.
	•
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	. 
	. 
	. 
	3

	When the prop is ·at one end, the weight at the er, and the power applied bet\veen them. 
	o
	th


	4. 
	4. 
	The bended lever, which diJfers only in form, but rom the others. 
	not in properties, f



	e of the first and second kind, have the same proes and powers, and produce real mechanical advane they increase the power; but the third kind es a decrease of power, and is only used to increase locity, as in clocks, watches, and mills, where the fie gearing of the wheels. 
	Thos
	perti
	tage, becaus
	produc
	v
	e
	rst 
	mover is slow, and the velocity is increased by th

	The levers which nature employs in the machinery of e, are of the third kind; for when we lift a ,veight by the hand, the muscle that exerts the force raise the weight, is fastened at about one-tenth of the ert a efore,he that can lift 56 lbs. with his arm at a rigl1t angle at the elbow, exerts a force equal to 560 lbs. by the muscles 
	the human fram
	to 
	distance from the elbow to the hand, and must ex
	force ten times as great as the weight raised; ther

	of his arm. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 19. 
	OF COMPOUND LEVERS. 
	OF COMPOUND LEVERS. 
	Several levers may be applied to act one upon another, as 2 1 3 in fig. 9, Plate I. where No. 1 is of the first kind, No. 2 of the second, and No. 3 of the third. The eight W, is found by the following rule, which will hold universallytrue in any number of levers united, or wheels ( which erate on the same principle) acting upon one airother. 
	power of these levers, united to act on the w
	op






	RULE. 
	RULE. 
	1st. Multiply the power P, o the length of all the 
	int

	riving levers successively, and the product.
	d
	note 

	2d. 1,hen multiply all the levers into one another successively, and note the product. 
	leading 
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	3d. Divide the first product by the last, and the quotient ,vill be the weight ,v, that will hold the machine 
	j.n equilibrio.This rule is founded on the first law of the lever, Art. 16, and on this principle; namely : 
	Let the w.eigl1t W, and po,ver P, he such, that when suspended on any compound machine, whether of levers united, or of wheels and axles, they hold the machine in equilibrio: then if the po,ver P be multiplied into the radius of all the driving ,vheels, or lengths of the driving Jevers, and the product noted, and the ,veight W multiplied into the radius of all the leading wheels, or length of the leading levers, and the product noted, these products ,viii be equal. If we had taken the velocities, or the c
	On this principle is founded all rules for calculating the power and motion of ,vl1eels in mills, Łc. See .t\rt, -20. 
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	EXAMPLE·S. 
	Given, th.e po,ver P equal to 4, on lever 2, at 8 dis"' tance from the centre of motion. Required, ,vith ,vhat force lever 1, fastened at 2 from the centre of motion of )ever 2, must act, to hold the lever 2 in equilibrio. * 
	By the rule 4x8 tl1e length of the long arm is 32, this divided by 2, the length of the short arm, gives 16, the force required. 
	and 

	"fhen 16 on the long arm, lever 1, at 6 from the cen"' tre of motion. Required, the ,veight on the short arm, at 2, to balance it. 
	By the rule, 16x6=96, which divided by 2, the short arm, gives 8, for the weight required. 
	Ł

	,..fhen 48 1s on the lever 3, at 2 from tl1e centre. Required, the weight at 8 to balance it. 
	Then 48x2=96, which divided by 8, the lengtl1 of the long arrn, gives 1Ł, the weight required. Given, the 1>ower P=4, on one end of the combination 
	• In order to abbreviate the ,vork, I shall hereafter use the following Algebraic sig·ns; namely: 
	37
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	p. 

	of levers. Required, tl1e weight W, on the other end, hold the whole in equilibrio.
	to 

	Then by the rule, 4x8x6x2=384 the product of the ,ver multiplied into the length of all the driving leand2x2x8=32 the product ofall the leading evers,and 384+32=12 the weight W required. 
	po
	vers, 
	l

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 20. 
	CALCULATING TIIE POWER OF WHEEL WOJlK. 
	CALCULATING TIIE POWER OF WHEEL WOJlK. 
	The same rule holds good in calculating the power or machines consisting of ,vhcels, whether simple or comloun<l, by counting the radii of the ,vheels as the le·vers; and because the diameters and circumferences of circles are proportional, ,ve may take the circumferences instead of the radii, and it will be the same result. rfhen again, because the nu1nber of cogs in the ,vheels constitute the circle, we may take the number of cogs and rounds instead of the circle or radii, and the result will still be 
	l

	fig. 11, Plate II. represent a w.ater-mill (forgrinding grain) double geared. 
	Let 

	· Number 8 The water-wheel, 
	.4 The great cog-wheel, 
	i The wallo\ver, 
	3 The counter cog-\vheel, 
	1 The trundle, 
	·2 rfhe mill-stones, 
	And let the above numbers also represent the radius 
	of each ,vlieel in feet. 
	Now suppose there be a power of 5()0 lbs. on the ,va
	ter-wleel, required what will be the force exerted 
	!
	on 

	the mill-stoneŁ 2 !Łet from the ceno-e. 
	·The sign + plŁ or more, for addition. 
	equal, foi:,equality. 
	= 

	·
	' 
	nsteacl of 24 divided by 3 equal 8, 24+3=8. 
	1

	· 
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	Then by the rule, 500x8x2xl=8000, and 4x3x2= 24, by ,vhich divide 8000, and it quotes 333,33 lbs. the power or force required, exerted on the mill-stone two feet from its centre, which is the mean circle of a 6 feet stone.-And as the velocities are as the distance from the centre of motion, bythe third law of circular motion,Art. 13, therefore, to find the velocity of the mean circle of the stone 2, apply the following rule; namely: 
	1st. Multiply the velocity of the water wheel into the radii or circumferences of all the driving wheels, successively, and note the product. 
	2d. Multiply the radii or circumferences of all the leading wheels, successively, and note the product; divide the first by the last product, and the quotient will be the answer. 
	But observe here, that the driving wheels in this rule, are the leading levers in the last ·rule. 


	EXAMPLES. 
	EXAMPLES. 
	Suppose the velocity of the water-wheel to be 12 feet 1>er second; then by the rule 12x4x3x2=288 and 8x2 x1=16, by which divide the first product 288, and this gives 18 feet per second, the velocity of the stone 2 feet from its centre. 
	ARTICLE 21 . 
	. 
	PO\VER DECREASES AS 1\-IOTION INCREASES. 
	PO\VER DECREASES AS 1\-IOTION INCREASES. 
	It may be proper to observe here, that as the velocity of the stone is increased, the power to move it is deereased, and as its velocity is decreased, the power on it to move it is increased, by the second general law of mechanical po,vers. This holds universally true in all engines that can possibly be contrived; which is evident from the first of the lever, when in equilibrium,namely, the po\ver multiplied into its velocity or distance moved, is equal to the weight multiplied into its velocity or dista
	la\v 
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	Hence the general rule to compute the power of anye, simple or compoun?, Art. _I7. If you havthe moving power, velocity or d1staŁce moved, given,and the velocity distance of the ,ve1ght, then, to find weight, (which, in mills, is the to ove the stone, &c.) divide that product by the velocity of the 
	engi
	!1
	Ł 
	and its 
	or 
	the 
	force 
	Ł

	_
	_
	weight, or 
	.


	mill-stone, &c. and this gives the we1gl1t or force exerted on the stone to \Dove it. But a crtin qauntity or proportion of this force is lost from fr1ct1on in order to obtain a-velocity to the stone; which is s-hown in Art. 31. 
	Ł
	Ł

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 22. 
	• 
	NO POWER. GAINED BY ENLARGING UNDERSHOT \VATER•\VHEELS. 
	NO POWER. GAINED BY ENLARGING UNDERSHOT \VATER•\VHEELS. 
	This seems a proper time to show the absurdity of the idea of increasing the power of the mill, by enlarging the diameter of the water-wheel, ·on the principle or lengthening the lever; or by double gearing mills ,vhere single gears will do; l>ecause the power can neither be increased nor diminished by the help or· engines, while the velocity of the body moved is to remain· the sameŁ 
	EXAMPLE. 
	Suppose we enlarge the diameter of the ,vater-\vheel from 8 to 16 feet radius, fig. 11, Plate II. and leave the other wheels unaltered; then, to find the velocity of the stone, allowing the velocity of the periphery of the water-wheel to be the same (12 feet per second;) by the Fle 12x4x3x2-288, and 16x2x 1=32, by which divide 288, which gives 9 feet in a second, for the velocity 
	l!

	of the stone. 
	Then, to find the po,ver by the for that purpose, Art. 20, 500x16x2xl=l6000, and 4x3x2=24, by which dividŁ 16000, it gives 666,66 lbs. the power-. But as velocity as well as power, is necessary in mills, 
	rule 

	' 
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	-

	we shall he obliged, in order to restore the velocity, to' 
	enlarge the great cog-wheel from 4 to 8 radius. 
	Then, to find the velocity, 12x8x3x2=576, and 16 x2x 1=32, by which divide 576, it gives 18, the velocity as before. 
	Then, to find the power by the rule, Art. 20, it will be 333,33 as before. 
	Therefore no power can be gained, upon the principle of lengthening the lever, by enlarging the waterwheel. 
	The true advantages that large \vheels have over small ones, arise from the \vidth of the buckets bearing but a sn1all proportion to the radius of the wheel; because if the radius of the wheel be 8 feet, and the width of the bucket or float-board but 1 foot, the float takes up 1-8 of the arm, and the ,vater may be said to act fairly uponthe end of the arm, and to advantage. But if the radius of the wheel be but 2 feet, and the ,vidth of the :float I foot, part of the water \Vill act on the middle of the ar
	But the expense of these large \Vheels is to be taken into consideration, and then the builder will find that there is a maximum size, ( see Art. 44,) or a size that will 
	· yield him the greatest profit. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 23. 
	ARTICLE 23. 
	NO PO\VER GAINED, BUT SOME LOST, BY DOUBLE GEAllING MILLS. 
	NO PO\VER GAINED, BUT SOME LOST, BY DOUBLE GEAllING MILLS. 
	I might go on to show that no power or advantage is tgained by double gearing mills, upon any other les than the follo\.ving; namely: 
	o 
	be 
	princip

	. When tl1e motion necessary for the stone cannot be obtained ,vithouhaving the trundle too small, we are obliged to have the pitch of the cogs a11d rounds, and the size of the spindle, large enough to bear the stress of the 
	1
	t 
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	• 
	wheel, hard. There therefore 
	Art. 
	22,) 
	and 
	may 
	work 

	resulting from friction in double gearing. nt for two pair of stones to one ,vater-wh
	convenie
	eel. 

	Many and great have -been the losses sustained mill-builders on account of their not properly standing these principles. I have often met with water wheels of large diameter, where those of half the size and expense ,vould answer better; and double gears, where single would be preferable. 
	by
	under

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 24. 
	OF THE PULLEY. 
	2. The pulley is a mechanicai power well kno,vii. One pulley, if it be moveable ,vith the ,veight, doubles the power, because each rope sustains half the weight.
	If two or more pulleys be joined together in the common way, then the easiest mode of computing their po,ver is, to count the number of ropes that join to the lower or moveable block, and so many times is the power increased; because all these ropes have to be shortened,and all run: into one rope ( called the fall) to ,vhich the moving power is applied. If there be 4 ropes, the power is increased fourfold. See Plate I. fig. 10. 
	The objection to this engine is, that there is great loss 
	?power, by the friction of the pulleys, and in the bend
	f

	ing of the ropes. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 25. 
	OF THE WHEEL AŁD AXLE, 
	3. The wheel and axle, fig. 17, is a mechanical pow
	er, similar to the lever of the first kind; therefore, when 6 
	··; 
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	the power is to the ,veight, as the diameter of the axle is to the diameter of the wheel; or when the pt>\ver multiplied into the radius of the wheel is equal to the multiplied into the radius of the axle, this engine is in equilibrium. · 
	weight

	The loss of power is but small in this instrument, be
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 26. 
	OF THE INCLINED PLANE. 
	OF THE INCLINED PLANE. 
	4. The inclined plane is the fourth mechanical po,ver; and in this the po,ver is to the weight, as the perpendicular height of the plae is to its length. This is of use in rolling heavy bodies, such as barr�ls, hogsheads, &c. into ,vheel carriages &c., and for letting them do,vn again. See Plate I. fig. 5. If the height of the plane be half its length, then half the force will roll the body up the plane, that would lift it perpendicularly to the same height, but it has to travel double the distance. 
	Ł

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 27. 
	OF THE \V.EDGI:, 
	OF THE \V.EDGI:, 
	5 • .. \Vhencc,
	rhe wedge is only an inclined plane. in the common form of it, the po,ver applied will be to the resistance to be overcon1e, as the thickness of the wedge is to the length thereof. This is a very useful mechanical power, and, for some purposes, excels all the rest; because ,vith it ,ve can effect ,vhat ,ve cannot with any other in the same time; and its power, I think, may be computed in the following manner. 
	If the ,vedge 12 inches.Jong and 2 inches thick,then the power to hold it in equilibrio is as I to balance 12 resistance; that is, 12 resistance pressing on each side of the wedge; and ,vhen struck ,vith a mallet, the ,vholc force of the ,veight of the mallet, added to the whole 
	be 
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	of the ower exerted in the stroke, is communito the wedge in the ti1ne it continues to n1ove: and �fo:ce, to produce effect, is �s the squ3:re of t�eve�o
	of the ower exerted in the stroke, is communito the wedge in the ti1ne it continues to n1ove: and �fo:ce, to produce effect, is �s the squ3:re of t�eve�o
	force 
	p
	cated 
	t
	is 

	_
	c1ty ,v1th ,vhich the mallet strikes.. mult1pl1ed into its therefore, the mallet should not be too large,because it may be too heavy for the ,vorkman'sstrength,meet too much resistance fro1n it ,vill lose more by lessening the velocity, tl1an it ill gain by its weightSuppose a mallet of 10 lbs. str1kee 
	,veight; 
	.
	and 
	will 
	tl1e 
	air, 
	so 
	that 
	Ł
	. 

	_
	with 5 velocity, its effective momentum is 250; but if 1t strike with 10 velocity, then its effective n101nentn1n is I 000. The effects produced by the strokes will he as 250 to 1000; and all the force of each stroke, except what may be destro·yed by tl1e friction of the wedge, is added 
	• in the \\'edge, until the sun1 of these forces a1nounts to more than the resistance of the body to be split, which therefore, must give ,vay; but ,vhen the ,vedge does not move, the whole force is destroyed by the friction; therefore, the less the inclination of the sides of the wedge, the greater the resistance ,ve can overcome by it, because it will be easier moved by the stroke� 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 28. • 
	OF THE SCRE\V. 
	6. The screw is the last mentioned mechanical po\V• er, and may be denominated, a circular inclined plane, (as will appear by wrapping a paper, cut in form ofan inclined plane, round a cylinder.) It is used in combination with a lever of the first kind, ( the lever being applied to force the weight upon the inclined plane : ) this compound instrument is a mechanical power, of extensive use, both for pressure, and raising great weights.The power applied is to the weight it will raise, as the 
	distance through which tl1e weight moves, is to the distance through which the power n1that is, as the distance of two contiguous threads scre\V_ is to the circle the power describes, so is the power to the weight it will raise. If the distance of the thread be half an inch, 
	oves; 
	of the 
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	and the lever he fifteen inches radius, and the power ap· plied be 10 lbs. then the po\ver \vill describe a circle of 94 inches, ,vhile the weight rises half an inch; then, as half an inch is to 94 inches, so is 10 lbs. to 1880 lbs. the ,veight the engine ,vould raise with 10 lbs. po,ver. But this is supposing the scre\v to have no friction, of which it has a great deal. 
	ARTICLE 29. 
	OF THE FLY \VHEEL, AND ITS USE. 
	Before I dismiss the subject of mechanical powers, I shall take some notice of the fly-wheel, the use of ,vhich is to regulate the motion of engines; it is best made of cast iron, and should be of a circular form, that it maynot meet ,vith much resistance from the air. 
	Many have supposed this \vheel to be an increaser of power, whereas it is, in reality, a considerable destroyer of it: ,vhich appears evident, ,vhen we consider that it has no motion of its o,vn, but receives all its motion from the first mover; and as the friction of the gudgeons, and the resistance of the air are to be overco1ne, this cannot be done ,vithout the loss of some power: yet this wheel is of great use in 1nany cases; namely: 
	1st. For regulating the po\.ver, \.Vhere it is irregularly applied, such as the treadle and crank moved by the foot or hand; as in spinning-\vheels, turning-lathes, flaxor ,vhere steam is applied, by a crank, to produce 
	-
	1ni1ls, 

	a. circular motion. 
	2d. \Vhere the resistance is irregular, or by jerks, as in sa,v-mills, forges, slitting-mills, po,vder-mills, &c. the 11y•\vhee1, by its inertia, regulates the motion; be• cause, if it be very heavy, it ,vill require a great many little shocks or impulses of po,ver to give it a considera· ble velocity; and it \vill, of course, require as n1anyequal shocks to resist or destroy the velocity it has ac,quired.
	)YŁiŁ rolling or s]itting•mHl is r1,1nning empty, the 
	le 
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	orce of the ,vater is employed in generating momentum 1n the fiy-wheel; ,vhich force accumulated in the fly,will be sufficient to continue the motion without much abatement, \vhile the sheet ·or metal is running bet,veenthe rollers; ,vhereas, had the force of the water been lost ,vhile the n1ill was empty, its motion might be destroyedbefore the metal passed through the rollers. Where water is scarce, its effect may be so far aided by a fiy,vheel, as to overcome a resistance to which the direct force of th
	Ł

	required at intervals only. A heavy ,vater-,vheel frequently produces all the effect of a fly-wheel, in addition to its direct office. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 30. 
	ARTICLE 30. 
	01' FRICTION. 
	\Ve have hitherto considered the action and effect of the mechanical po,vers, as they ,vould ans,ver to the strictness of mathematical theory, ,vere there no such thing as friction or rubbing of parts upon each other; but it is generally allo,ved, that one-fourth of the effect of a n1achine is, at a medium, destroyed by it: it will be proper to treat of it next in course. 
	From ,vhat I can gatl1er from different authors, and by my o\vn experiments, it appears that the doctrine of friction is as follows, and we may say it is subject to the follo,ving la,vs; na1nely: 
	Laws of Friction. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Friction is greatly influenced by the smoothness or roughness, hardness or softness, of the surfaces rubbing against each other. 

	2. 
	2. 
	It is in proportion to the pressure, or load; that is, a 


	· 
	· 
	double produce a double amount of a triple amount of friction, anyother proportionate increase of load. 
	pressure 
	will 
	friction, 
	pressure 
	a 
	triple 
	and 
	so 
	of 
	the 


	3. 1."he friction does not depend upon tl1e extent of surface, the weigl1t of the body retnaining the1. sa1ne. 
	• 
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	Thus, if a parallelopiped, say of four inches in width 
	and one in thickness, as F. plate II. fig. 13, be made 
	s1nooth, and laid upon a smooth plane A. B. C. D. and 
	the weight P. hung over a pulley, it will require the 
	weight P. to draw the body F along, to be equal, whether 
	it be laid on its side or on its edge.
	The experiments of Vince led him to conclude that 
	the Jaw, as thus laid down, ,vas not correct; but 
	those more recently performed justify the conclusion,
	that it is so, the deviations being so trifling, as not to 
	affect the general result. 
	4. The friction is greater after the bodies have been allowed to remain for some time at rest, in contact with each other, than when they are first so placed; as for example, a wheel turning upon gudgeons ,vill require a greater ,veight to start it after remaining for some hours at rest, than it would at first. 
	The cause of this appears to be, that the minute aspe• rities ,vhich exist even upon the smoothest bodies, gradually sink into the opposite spaces, and thus hold uponeach other. 
	It is for the same reason, that a greater force is required to set a body in motion, than to keep it in motion .t. If about¼ the an1ount of a ,veight be required to move that weight along in the first instance, ¼ will suffice to keep it in motion. 
	5. The friction of axles does not at depend upontheir velocity; thus, a rail-road car travelling at the rate of twenty miles an hour, ,vill not have been retarded by friction, n1ore than another \Vhich travels only ten in that time. 
	all 
	miles

	It appears, therefore, from the three last la,vs, that the amount of friction is as the pressure directly, without regard to surface, time, or velocity.
	6. Friction is greatly din1inished by unguents, and this diminution is as the nature of the unguents, without reference to the substances moving over them. The kind of unguent ,vhich ought to be en1ployed depends principally upon the load; it ought to suffice just to preventthe bodies from coming into contact with each other. The lighter the weight, therefore, the finer and n1ore fluid should be the unguent, and vice versa. 
	· 
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	ARTICLE. 31. 
	ON THE FRICTION OF DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES. 
	well known that in general the friction \vo dissimilar substances is less than that of similar substances, although alike in hardness. The most recent experiments upon this subject are those of Mr. Rennie, of England, performed in the year 1825, and published in the philosophical transactions. Many of the experiments were performed upon substances which do not concern 
	It 
	is 
	of t

	the present ,vork; those ,vith the metals, and other hard substances, ,vere tried both ,vith and without unguents. The follo,ving facts ,vere deduced from those in ,vhich unguents ,vere not employed: 
	Table showing the amount off riction (without unguents) of different substances, the insistent ·weight being 36 lbs., and within tlie lin1.its of abrasion of the softe,· substances. 
	Parts of thewhole weights •. 
	Brass on wrought iron 7.38, Brass on cast iron -Brass on steel -Soft steel on soft steel 6.s5· Cast iron on steel -6.62. 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	7.11 
	-
	r.20 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	,,-rought iron on \Vrought iron 6.26· Cast iron on cast iron -6. 12 Ilard brass on cast iron -6.00 Cast iron on ,vrought iron 5.87 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Brass on brass ---
	-

	-
	Tin on cast iron 
	5.59 
	"fin on ,vrought iron --5.53 So(r. steel on wrought iron 5-28 
	-

	\Vith unguents it was found that, with gun n1etal cast iron, ,vitl1 oil intervening, the insistent weight C\Vt. the friction amounted to -i_ of the 
	on 
	be
	ing 10 
	pres
	-

	.s ,6 3 
	sure; that by a diminution of \veight, friction \vas rapidly diminished. 
	the 

	That cast iron on cast iron, under similar circumstances, sho\ved less friction; and that this \Vas still farther din1inished by hog's lard. 
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	That yellow brass, on cast iron, with anti-attrition 
	composition of black lead and hog's lard, increased fric
	tion ,vith light ,veights, and greatly diminished it with 
	heavy weights, showing extremely irregular results. 
	That yellow brass, on iron, with tallow, gave the 
	cast 

	least friction, and may therefore be considered the best 
	under the circumstances tried. 
	substance 

	That ye11o,v brass, on cast iron, with soft soap, gave
	the second best result, being superior to oil. 
	ARTICLE 32. 
	OF ?.IECHANlCAL CONTRIVANCES, TO REDUCE FRICTION. 
	t'riction is considered as of two kinds, the first is occasioned by the rubbing of the surfaces of bodies againsteach other, the second by the rolling of a circular body, as that of a carriage wheel upon the ground, or rollers placed under a heavy load. In the preceding articles this kind of friction has been considered; it is that ,vhich ,ve most frequently have to encounter, and which produces the greatest expenditure of po,ver. When the parts can be made to roll over each other, the resistance is great
	A, in plate II. :fig. 14, may represent the gudgeon of a wheel set to run upon the peripheries of t,vo ,vheels C. C, which ·pass each other; these are called friction ,vheels. This gudgeon, instead of grinding, or rubbing its surface or the surface on which it presses, carries that surface wi\h it, causing the wheels C, C, to revolve. A gudgeon B, is sometimes set upon a single wheel, with supporters to keep it on, ,vhich produces an analogous effect. 
	Less advantage, however, has been derived from friction wheels in heavy n1achinery, than had been anticipated; and it has been found, in many cases, that they do not compensate.for the expense ofconstruction, and their 
	49
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	on their gudgeons, and 
	exists 
	it 
	has 
	fr
	equently 
	happened 

	that instead of turning them, the gudgeon resting rest. 
	upon 

	AB may represent a body of a 100 tons \.Veight, under side perfectly smooth and even, set on rollers perfectly hard and smooth, rolling on a hor-izontal plane, CD, perfectly hard, smooth, ·and horizontal. If these rollers stand precisely pa_rallel to each other, the least i1nagi•nab le force ,vould move the load; even a spiders ,veb 
	\V
	ith 
	the 

	would be sufficient, ,vere time allowed to overcome the inertia. These suppositions, ho,vever, can never be realized, and although in this mode of action be the least possible rubbing friction, there ,vill enough to produce considerable resistance. 
	there 
	,vill 
	be 

	It has been atten1pted to apply this p1·inciple to ,vheel carriages, to the sheaves of blocks on ship board, and to the axles of other machinery, by an ingenious con· trivance called Garnett's friction rollers, for -which a patent \Vas obtained in England about fifty years ago, by an American gentleman from Ne\.V Jersey. 'IŁhis contrivance iŁ sho,vn at fig. 16, Plate II. The outside ring B. C. D. n1ay represent the box of a carriage "'heel; the inside circle A the axle; the circles a a a a a a the rollers r
	axle, and on the inside of the-box, and·that aln1ost \.vith
	out !rictiou, because 
	there is no rubbing of the parts in 
	·e
	·
	.. .
	· 
	If not n1ade ,vith the most perfect euracy, they gather as they roll, and thus increase fiction. In carriages, and, indeed, in every kind of n1achine, subject to an irregular jolting motion, the rollers, and the cylinder with
	ac
	the 
	r
	-

	7 
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	i.n which they revo]ve, soon become indented, and are then worse than useless .. 
	ARTICLE 33 .. 
	&J' MAXIMUMS, OR THE GREATEST EFFECTS Ol' ANY MACHINE",· 
	The effect of a machine is the distance to which it moves a body of a given weight, in a given time; or, in other ,vords, the resistance ,vhich it overco1nes. The weight of th-e oody, multiplied into its velocity, is the measure of this effect. 
	The theory published by philosophers, and received and taught as true, for several centuries past, is, that ith its greatest perfection ,vhen it is charged ,vith just 4-9ths of the power that ,vould hold it in equilibria, and then its velocity ,vill be just½ of the greatest veloeity, of tfic· moving power. 
	any machine wil1 ,vork '\\
	1

	we may suppose the ,vater-wheel� Plate II. fig. 17, to be of the undershot kind, 16 feet diameter, turned by ,vater issuing from under a 4 feet head, with a gate drawn I foot wide, and 1 foot high, then the force will be 250 lbs., because that is the weight of the column of ,vater above the gate, and its velocity ,vill be 16,2 feet per second, as shall be shown under the· head of Hydraulics; the· wheel will then be moved by a po\ver 0£ 250 lbs., and if let run empty, ,vill 1nove ,vith aevelocity of 16 fe
	To explam thiŁ
	,. 
	.
	it 
	in equilibrio, the weight '\\
	1
	. 
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	motion, we must lessen the quantity in the buckets, hfaster and faster until the quantity is decreased to 4-9ths or 4 pecks,and then, by the the01"y, the velocity of the n1achine will he greatest velocity, when it will hoist the greatest quantity possible in a given time: for if we lessen the {lUantity in the buckets below 4pecks, the 
	when. 
	the 
	wheel 
	will 
	begin 
	to 
	move, 
	and 
	oist 
	be ½ of t
	quantity 
	hoist

	theory. 
	Artifact
	ARTICLE 34. 
	OLD THEORY INVESTIGATED. 
	he better to understand \Vhat has been said, let us consider as follo\vs; namely: 
	In order to investigate this theory, and t

	1. rfhat the velocity of spouting \vater, under 4 feet head, is 16 feet per second, nearly. 
	2.. TŁe section or itrea of the gate drawn, in feet, he height of the head in feet, gives the he whole co}umn, ,vhich multiplied by
	mulŁ1pl1ed by t
	cubic feet inet

	. 
	62,_5 (the weight of a cubic foot of water) gives the t or force of the whole column pressing wheel. 
	weig
	h
	on 
	the 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	that the radius of the wheel, multiplied by force, �nd that P!oduct divided the radius the axle, gives the weight that will the wheel in equilibrio. 
	the 
	by 
	of 
	hold 


	4. 
	4. 
	That the absolute velocity the wheel, subtracted from the absolute velocity of the water, leaves the re
	of 
	-
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	lative velocity ,vith ,vhich the ,vater strikes the wheel ,vhen in 1notion. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	'"fhat as the radius of the ,vheel, is to the radius of the axle, so is the veloc.ity of the ,vheel, to the velocity of the \veight hoisted on the axle. 

	6. 
	6. 
	That the effects of spouting fluids, are as the squares of their velocities (see Art. 45, la\V 6,) but the instant force of striking fluids is as their velocities simply.See Art. 8. 

	7. 
	7. 
	That the ,veight hoisted, n1ultiplied into its perpendicular ascent gives the effect. 

	8. 
	8. 
	That the ,veight of ,vater expended, multiplied into its perpendicular descent, gives the power used persecond. 


	On these principles I have calculated the following scale; first supposing the force of striking fluids, to be as the square of their striking or relative velocity, which out the n1aximum agreeably to the old theory,
	brings 

	· 
	namely: 
	"\,Vhen the load at equilibrio is 2000, then the maximum load is 888,7=4-9ths of 2000, the effect being then greatest, nan1ely, 591 98 as appears in the 6th co
	,,
	lumn; and then the velocity of the \vheel is 5,333 feet per second, equal to } of 16, the velocity of the water, as appears in the 5th line of the scale: but there is an evident error in the first principle of this theory, bycounting the instant force of the ,vater on the \vheel to be as the square of its striking velocity, it cannot, therefore, he true. See Art. 41. 
	I then calculate upon this principle, namely: that if the instant force of striking fluids, is as their velocitysimply, then the load that the machine will carry, with its different velocities, will also be as the velocity simply, appears in the 7th column; and the load, at a maximum, is 1000 lbs.½ of 2000, the load at equilibrio, when the =½ of 16, the velocity of th.e ,vater per and then the effect is at its great•est, as shown in 8th column, namely, 1000, as appears
	as 
	=
	velocity of the \vheel is 8 feet
	second; 
	the 

	·
	·
	in the 4th line of the scale
	. 


	'"fbis I call the ne,v theory, (because I found· that 
	Chap.I .MECHANICS. 
	] 

	'�illiam ,varing had also, about the same time, esta
	_
	?l1shed 1t, see Art. 37,) namely, that when any machine 1charged \vith just one-half of the load that will hold it in equilibrio, its velocity will be just one-half of the navelocity of the moving power, �its effect 
	s 
	tu
	ral 
	and 
	t
	en 

	_
	be at a maximum, or the greatest 
	,v1ll 
	possible
	. 

	It thus appears that a great error has been long over
	looked by philosophers, and that this has rendered the 
	theory of no use in practice, hut led many into ex
	pensive failures. 
	:: 
	.11 Scale for determining the Maximum Charge, and 'Velocity, of Undershot Mills. 
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	Radius of the wheel Ra<lius of the axle 
	Radius of the wheel Ra<lius of the axle 
	Radius of the wheel Ra<lius of the axle 
	--
	--
	• -
	--
	feet. 81 

	Section of the gate in square feet, 
	Section of the gate in square feet, 
	} 
	1 

	Height of the head of water 
	Height of the head of water 
	-
	• 
	4


	Velocity of the water per second -• 16
	Weight of the column of water press-lbs. 
	} 

	ing on the wheel 
	250

	The ig)1t that holds the wheel in
	The ig)1t that holds the wheel in
	The ig)1t that holds the wheel in
	'YŁ
	-

	Ł 2000

	equ1l1br10

	_ 
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	ARTICLE 35. 
	NE\V THEORY DOUBTED. 
	Although I know that the velocity the· wheel, byne,v theory, is (though rather slow,) nearer togeneral practice than by the old, yet I am led doubt its correctness, for the fo11o,ving reasons; namely: 
	of 
	this 
	much 
	to 

	There are 16 cubic feet of ,vater, equal to 1000 lbs. expended in a second.; ,vhic·h 1nultiplied by its perpen-dicular descent, 4 feet, produces the power 4000. The ratio of the po,ver and effect by the old theory, is as 10' to 1,47, and by the ne,v, as 4 to 1, as appears in the 9th column of the scale; this is a proof that the old theory is incorrect, and sufficient to make us suspect that there is• some error in the ne,v. And as the subject i'6 of the greatest consequence in practical n1echanics, I theref
	· 
	'

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 36. 
	ATTEŁIPT TO DEDUCE A TRUE THEORY. 
	I constructe·d the apparatus fig. 18, Plate II, which re-· presents a sitnple wheel ,vith a rope passing over it,. andthe weight P, 100 lbs. at one end to act by its gravity,as a po\ver to produce effects, by hoisting the weight w at the other end. 
	· 
	· 

	This, seems to be on the principles· of th·e lever, and: 
	overshot ,vheel; but with this exception, that ·the quan-· 
	_
	t1ty of descending niatter; �cting as ._po\.ver, ,vill still be· the san1ealthough: the v�Jocity ,villbe accelerated,vhereas, 1n overs�ot ,vheels, the power on the ,vheeIis· inversely, as· the velocity ofthe ,vheel; 
	Ł 
	. 
	Ł
	· 
	'

	Here ,ve n1ust consider, . .. 
	.
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	That the perpendicular descent ofthe body P, per· second, 1nultip1ied into. its w-eight, shows the po\ver. 

	2. 
	2. 
	That the ,veight ,v, ,vhen multiplied into its per-· 


	pendicular ascent, gives the effect. 
	3·. That the natural velocity of the falling body P, is 16· 
	56 MECHANICS.. [Chap. 2. 
	feet the first second, and tl1e distance it has to fall 16 feet. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	That \Ve suppose that the weight w, or resistance, ,vill occupy its proportional part of the velocity; that is, if w be=½ P, the velocity ,vith which P will then descend, will bet½ 16=8 feet per second. 

	5. 
	5. 
	If '.V be=P, there can be no velocity, consequently no effect; and if \V=o, then P will descend 16 feet in a second, but produce no effect, because the po,ver, although 1600 per second, is applied to hoist nothing.


	Upon these principles I have calculated the following scale. 
	A SCALE 
	FOR DETERMINING THE 
	Maximum Charge and Velocity of 100 lbs. 
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	appears in the 8th line. 
	its velocity, 1nust be charged ,vith weight or equal to half the moving 1>0\ver, in order to produce the greatest effect in a given time; but if time be not re· garded, then the greater the charge, so as to leave anyvelocity, the greater the effect, as appears by 8th colurnn. So that it appears that an overshot ,vheel, if it be 1nac.le i1n1nensely capacious, and to move very slowly, niay produce effects in the ratio of 10 
	resistance 
	the 
	9,9 
	to 
	of 
	the 

	AH.TICLE 37. 
	SCALE OF EXPERII\IENTS. 
	The following is a scale of actual experiments made to prove \Yhether the resistance occupies its proportion of the velocity, in order that I 1night judge ,vhether the foregoing scale ,vas founded on true principles; the experiinents ,vere not very accurately 1)erfor1ned, but ,vere often repeated, and the results were alv{ays nea.1·ly the same. See Plate II. fig. 18. 
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	this scale it appears, that when the freely it descends 40 feet in five equals of time; when charged with 3,5 lbs. = ½ P,which was 7 then takes up 10 of those parts 
	By 
	power 
	P 
	falls 
	without 
	any 
	load, 
	part
	but, 
	lbs., 
	it 
	of 

	whole velocity, which was wanted to be um appears as in the last scale. It the effect is not as the weight multiplied into the squareof its ascending velocity, .this being the measure of the effecŁ·ethat would be· produced by the stroke on a nonelast1Ł bod. 
	known, 
	and the 
	maxim
	also 
	shows 
	that 
	. 
	-
	y

	. . 
	curate 
	:

	experin1ents, to prove (beyond doubt)e· conclusion I have dra\vn is right; namely:-That thŁ 
	that 
	the 

	charge occupies its proportional part of the whole velo
	city.
	These experiments partly confir1ned me inwhat I have 
	called the New Theory; but still doubting, and after I 
	had formed -the foregoing tables, I called, for his assist
	ance, on -the late ingenious and worthy friend, William 
	Waring, teacher in the Friend's Acade1ny, Philadel
	phia, who informed me that he had discovered the error 
	in the old theory, and corrected it in a paper which he 
	had laid before the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia,
	wherein he had sho,vn that the velocity of the undershot 
	,vater-,vheel, to produce a maximum effect, must be just 
	one half the velocity of the water. 
	following are extracts mentioned paper, ublished in the third otransactions of thPhilosophical Society, held Phila
	The 
	fron1 
	the 
	above 
	p
	v
	lume 
	of 
	the 
	Ł 
	American 
	at 
	-

	delphia, p. 144. 
	After his learned uctiohe shows the necessity of correcting so great an error as 
	and 
	modest 
	introd
	n, 
	in 
	which 
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	i 
	the old tl1eory, l1e begins wit}l these words; namely: 
	'' But, to eon1e to the point, I ,voul<l just premise these 
	DEFU\ITIONS. 
	If a stream of water impinge against a wheel in motion, there are three different velocities to be considered appertaining thereto; namely: 
	·

	1st. The absolute velocity of the ,vater. 
	2d. The absolute velocity of the ,vheclŁ 
	· 3d. The re1ative velocity of the ,vater to thnt of the wh-eel; that is, the difference of the absolute v·eJocities,or the velocity ,vith ,vhich the ,vater overtakes Ol' strikes 
	·
	·
	the ,vheel. 
	. 


	. No\v Łhe mistake consists in supposing the momŁnt,1m, or force of the ,vater against the wheel, to be· in the ·du.. plicate•ratio of the relative velocity; ,vhereas, 
	.
	·

	PnoP. 1. 
	· The force of an invariable strea1n impinging mill-wheel in motion, is in the simple proportion of the 
	against 
	a 

	·
	·
	relative velocity.

	., 
	· 

	.
	For, if the relative velocity of a fluid against a single
	plane be varied either by the motion of the plane or of the -fluid from a given aperture, or both, then the number of particles acting on the plane,. in a given time, and likewise the momentum of each particle being tively as the relative velocity, the force, on both these accounts, must be in the duplicate ratio of the relative velocity, agreeably to the co nun on theory, \vith respect this single plane; but the number of these planes, or parts of the ,rhec] acted on in a given time, \viJI be as ve1ocity 
	respec
	to 
	the 
	be 

	Or the proposition is manifest frotn this coJ:lsitleration, that \Vhile the stream is invariable. whatever be the velocity of the ,vheel, the same nu�ber of particles, or quantity of fluid, n1ust strike it some\vhere or other in a given ti,ne; consequently, the variation of the force is 
	Cha2.] MECHANICS. 
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	on account of the varied impingent velocity of the same body, occasioned by a Łhange of 1ution in the 
	only 
	?

	_
	vthat is the 1non1entun1 1s as the relative velocity.
	,
	heel; 

	NO\v, this t;ue principle, substituted for the erroneous one in use, will bring th·e theory to_ agreŁ remarkably,vith the notable experiments of the 1nqen1ous S1neaton,published in the Philosophical Transactions of the RoyalSociety of London, for the year 1751, vol. 51; for ,vhich the honorary annual medal '\Vas adjudged by the society, and presented to the author by their president . 
	. An instance or two of the imp_ortance of this correction mŁy be· adduced, as follo\vs: 
	PROP. II. 
	. The velocity of a ,vheel, 1noved by the impact of a stream, must be half the velocity of the fluid, to pro•duce the greatest effect possible. 
	SV=the velocity, l\.1=the 1no1nentu1n, of the fluid. (. V=the velocity, P=the po\ver, of the \vheel. 
	Then V-v=their relative velocity, by definition 3d. 
	xV-v=P, (Prop. I,) which V 
	And, as V:V-v::M:
	M 
	Artifact

	xv=P,-)lx \,Ł--v-=a maximu1n; hence Vv-v= 
	., 
	r
	2 
	2 

	a maximun1 and its flux ion ( v being a variable quantity)
	T
	=Vv-2vv=0; therefore =rv ; that is, the velocity of the wheelŁhalf that of the fluid, at the place of impact 
	when the effect is a maximum. Q. E. D. The usual theory gives v=½V, where the error is not less than one-sixth of the true velocity. 
	WARING.'' 
	,vl\'I. 

	Philadelphia, 7th 1 
	9th 1no. 1790. S 
	MECHANICS. [Chap. 2. 
	I here omit quoting PropŁsition III. as it is altogetheralgebraical, and refers to a figure; I am not writing for men of science, but for practical mechanics. 
	ARTICLB 39. 
	Extractfrom a farther paper, read in the Philosophical 
	Society, .ll.pril 5th,, 1793. 
	'' Since the Philosophical Society were pleased to favour my crude observations on the theory of mills with a publication in their transactions, I am apprehensive some part thereof may be misapplied; it being therein demonstrated, that 'the force of an invariable stream,impinging against a mill-wheel in motion, is in the simple direct ratio of the relative velocity.' Some may su·ppose that the efect produced should be in the sa1neproding by experiment, the effect to be as the square of the velocity, con
	f
	·
	portion, and either fall into an error, or fi
	:n

	--The maximun1 effect of an undershot wheel, produced by a given quantity of ,vater, in a given time, is in the duplicate ratio of the velocity of the water ; for the effect must be as the impetus acting on the ,vheel, multiplied into the velcity thereof: buthis impetus is demonstrated to be simply as the relative ve)ocity, Propo-· iition I., and the velocity of the wheel, producing a maxi1num, being half of the \Vater by Proposition II., is Iike,vise as the velocity of the water; hence the J>O\ver actin
	. 
	Ł
	Ł 

	CoROLLARY. I-Ience the effect of a given quantity ofwater, in a given time, ,vill be as the height of the head, because this height is as the square of the velocity. This also agrees with experiment. 
	63
	Chap. 2.) MECHANICS. 
	· If the force, acting on the wheel, were in duplicate of the water's velocity, as is usually asserted, then effect would be as the cube thereof, when the quantity of water and time are given, which is contrary to the result of experiment.'' 
	ratio 
	the 

	Artifact
	ARTICLE 40. 
	WARINGS THEORY DOUBTED. 
	,.

	From the time I first called on William Waring, until 
	I read his publication on the subject ( after his death,) I had rested partly satisfied ,vith the new theory, as I ,at least; but finding that he had not determined the charge, as well as the velocity, by which \Ve might have compared the ratio of the po\ver and the effect produced, and that he had assigned some\vhat different reasons for the error, and having found the motion to be rather too slow to agree ,vith practice, I began to suspect the \vhole, and resumed the search for a true theory, thinking th
	have called it, ,vith respect to the velocity of the wheel

	POS1 ULATES. 
	"' 

	1. A given quantity of perfectly elastic, or solid matter, impinging on a fixed obstacle., its effective force is as the squares of its different velocities, although its insnt force may be as its velocities simply, because the. dstnce it will recede after the stroke through any rer1st1nmedium, will· be as the squares of its i1npinveloc1t1es. 
	Ł
	!
	:t
	p
	.
	ging 

	2. An equal quantity of elastic n1atter impinging on a 
	. fixed obst�cle ,vith a double velocity produces a quadl'uple effect, their effects are as �uares of their velocities. Consequently
	the s
	-

	3. A double quantity of said matter., i1npinging.with a. 
	64 ?rIECHANICS. [Chap. 2. 
	double velocity, produces an octuple effect, or their ef;.fects are as the cubes of their velocities, Art. 47 and 67. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	If the impinging 1natter be· non-elastic, such · as fluids, tl)en the instant ferce ,viii be but half, but the ra,;. tio ,vill be the same in each case. 

	5. 
	5. 
	A double velocity, through a given aperture, givesa double quantity to strike the obstacle or wheel; therefore the effects ,vill be as the cubes of the velocity. See Art. 47. 

	6. 
	6. 
	But a double relative velocity cannot increase the quantity that is to act on the ,vheel; therefore, the effect can only be as the square of the velocity, by postulate 2. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Although the instant force and effects of fluids striking on fixed obstacles, are only as their simple velocities, yet their effects, on moving wheels, are as the squares of their velocities; because, 1st, a double strikingvelocity gives a double instant force, ,vhich bears a double load on the ,vheel; and, 2d. a double velocity moves the load a double distance in an equal time, and a double load 1noved a double distance, is a quadruple effect • 


	Artifact
	. ARTICLE 41. 
	SEARCH FO TRUE THEORY, COMMENCED ON A NEW PLAN, 
	Figure

	,ve have applied wrong principles in 
	It appears 
	t 

	our search aft true theory of the n1aximum veloci
	-

	and ]oad dershot ,vater-whee1s, or other engines1noved by a:·· onstant po,ver, that does not increase or decrease in quantity on the engine, as on an overshot ,vater-whee], as the velocity varies. 
	ty, 

	Let us suppose ,vater to issue from under a head.pf 16 feet, on an undershot ,vater-,vheel; then, if the wheel move freely ,vith the ,vater, its velocity ,vill be 32,4 feet per second, ti,vi]I bear no load. 
	b
	t 

	Again; suppose load it, so as to make its motion equal only to the velocity of ,vater spouting from under ll head of 15 feet; it appears evident that the load will 
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	In this scale let us suppose the aperture of the gate to 
	be a square foot; then the greatest 1oad that will balance 
	the head \vill be 16 cubic feet of ,vater and the different 
	loads ,viii be sho,vn in cubic feet of ,vater. 
	It appears, by this scale, that ,vhen the wheel is loaded with 10,66 cubic feet of water, just -i of the greatestload, its velocity 18,71 feet per second, just ,577 parts of the velocity of the ,vater, and the effect prois then at a maximum, or the greatest possible,nan1elyt: 199,44. 
	,viii be 
	duced 

	To make this more plain, ]et us suppose A B, Plate 
	II. fig. 19, to be a fall of ,vater of 16 feet, which we wish to apply to produce the greatest effect possible, by }1oisting ,vater on its side, opposite to the power applied. First, on the undershot principle, where the water acts by its impulse only. Let us suppose the ,vater to strike the wiieel at I, then, if we let the wheel move freely without any load, it ,viii n1ove ,vith the velocity of the ,vater, namely, 32,4 feet per second, but ,viii produce no effect, if the water issue at C; although there 
	the 
	to 
	wl1eel, 

	67
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	no resistance to oppose the pressure of these 4 feet, the velocity will be that of ,vater spouting fron1 under a 4 feet head, namely, 16,2 feet per second, which ho,,·n horizontal line, 4=16,2; and the perpendicular12=12, represents the load of the wheel; the rectangle or product of these t,vo lines forms a _parallelogra1n, the area of ,vhich is a true representation of t�e effect, namely, the load 12 n1ultiplied into 162, the 1stance it moves per second=l 94,4, the effect. In like manner we may try the 
	is 
	Ł
	by 
	the 
	line, 
	!1
	Ł
	o
	.; 

	the perpendicular descent, prouuces 299,36, the ratio of the po,ver and effect, being as 10 to 6f:s, or nearly as 
	3: 2; but this is supposing none of the force lost by nonelasticity.
	This 1nay appear plainer, if ,ve suppose the \Yater to descend in the tube AB, and, by its pressure, to raise the \Yater in the tube C D; for it is evident, that if \Ve raise the \Yater to D, \\-·e have no velocity, therefore,effect=o. Then again, if ,vc open the gate at C, ,ve have 32,4 feet per second velocity; but because \Ve do hoist the ,vatcr to any height, effect iso. fore, the maxin1um is s01ne\vhere bet,veen C and D. �upppose ,ve open at different he1�hts, the elocity ,viii s\quantity of _cubic fe
	not 
	=
	There
	Then 
	gates 
	of 
	1 foot 
	area, 
	Ł
	ho
	v the 
	Ł
	i
	by 
	the 
	C, 
	or 
	hei
	-::,
	o-
	ht 
	r
	ised, 
	cas
	s 
	!' 

	MECHANICS. [Chap. 2. 
	equal to elastic bodies, or equal to its gravity (See Art. 59,) ,vhich is unattainable in practice: ,vhereas, when it acts by percussion only, it conununicates only half of its original force, on account of its non-elasticity, the other half being spent in splashing about; therefore the true effect will be -Afr; ( a little more than½) of the movingpo,ver; because nearly½ is lost to obtain velocity, and half of the remaining ! is lost by non-elasticity. These reasons why the effect produced by an under-shot
	are 
	the 

	\Yater being equal. And this agrees ,vith Smeaton's experiments (see _-1\.rt. 68;) but if we suppose the velocity of the wheel to be one-third that of the ,vater=l0,8, and the load to be t of 16, the greatest load at equilibrio, is=7,lll, as by old theory, then the effect will be 10,8x4,9 of 16 =76,79 for the effect, ,vhich is quitetoo little, the moving po,ver being 32,4 cubic feet of ,vater, 1nultiplied by 16 feet descent=5t18,4; the effect 11-/1, of the power, about half equal to the effect by experimen
	which 
	by this theory being less than 
	point 
	x, 
	the 
	po,

	velocity of the ,vater, nan1ely, 16,2 feet secondto be half the greatest load=8, according toWaring's theory; then the effect will be 16,2x8=129,6\\-of po,ver, which 
	per 
	; 
	and 
	loaded 
	,v
	ith 
	for 
	the effect, about 
	1
	the 
	is 
	still 
	less 

	_
	than by . .i\.11 this see1ns to confirm the n1axinu11n brought on the ne\:v principles.
	experiment
	out 

	But, if we suppose, according to the new principle, that, when the wheel moves ,vith the velocity of 16,2 feet per second, which is the velocity of a 4 feet head,it will then bear as a load the ,remaining 12 feet, then the effect will be I6,2x12=194,., which nearly agrees 
	.

	00
	Chap. 2.] MECHANICS. 
	with practice: but as most mills in practice move faste,and fe,v slower than \vhat I call the true maxin1um, this sho\\'S it to be �earest the truth; the true maximutn vebeing ,577 of the velocity of the ,vate·r, nd the mills in practice moving with%, and genrally quicker.*
	i:
	locit
	y 
	Ł
	Ł

	This scale also establishes a true max1n1um charge for an overshot wheel;-that is, if ,ve suppose the pov;er,or quantity of ,vater on the wheel at once, to be alV1YS the same, even although the velocity vary, which would he the case, if the buckets were kept al,vays full: for, suppose the ,vater to be shot into the wheel at a, andby its gravity to raise the whole ,vater again on the opposite side; then as soon as the ,vater rises in the wheel to d, it is evident that the ,vheel will stop, and the effect bl
	1
	Ł

	,vheel, before it rises to d, \vhich ,vill be, in effect, to lose part of the po,ver to obtain velocity. If the buckets both descending and ascending, carry a colutnn of ,vater 1foot square, then the velocity of the ,vheel \vill show the quantity hoisted as befol'e, ,vhich 1nultiplied by the perpendicular ascent, sho\VS the effect; and the quantityexpended multiplied by the perpendicular descent sho\VS the power; and we find, that when the \Vheel is loaded ,vith ! of the po\ver, the effect \vill be at a ma
	that is, the ,vhole of the water is hoisted, ¼ of its whole 
	• The reason why the wheel bears so great a load at a maximum, appears tobe as follows; namely:
	-

	A 16 feet head of water over a gate of 1 foot, issues 32,4 cubic feet of water
	.
	n a sond, to strike the wheel in the same time, that a heavy body will take up1n falling through the height of the head. Now, if 16 cubic feet of elastic matike an elastic plane, it would rise by the force ofto the height from whence it fell; or, in other words, it will have force 
	Ł
	Ł
	ter were to fall 16 feet, and str
	the 
	sŁke 

	Łgain, 
	_e
	ic feet of non-elastic matter, moving with the same velocity 
	if 
	32 
	cub

	ly, to check to the part checked; aud we find by Art. 41, that,
	the ve
	Ł
	oc·ty; consequeŁt
	any 
	part 
	of
	the 
	ve
	l
	ocit
	y, 
	will 
	require 
	such 
	a
	Part 
	of 
	the 
	column
	! 
	as 
	1s 
	equal 

	check the velocity ofthe whee], so as tobe 577 ofvelocity ofthe locŁty of the wheel is multiplied by 2-3ds of the column, it produces 
	to 
	the 
	water 
	it 
	the 
	effect,

	to power, as 38 to 100; or, as 3,8 to 10, somewhat more thanld, and the friction and resistance ofthe air may reduce it to l-3d, 
	which 
	will 
	be 
	the 
	-
	3

	Chap. 2. 
	[

	descent; or i of the water, the whole of the descent; theFefore, the ratio of the po,ver to the effect is as 3 to 2; or double the effect of an undershot ,vheelt: but this is supposing the quantity in the buckets to be alwaysthe same, whereas, in overshot whee]g, the quantity in the buckets is inversely as the velocity of the wheel;that is, the slower the motion of the wheel, the greaterthe quantity in the buckets, and the greater the velocity, the Jess the quantityt: but, again, as we are obligedto let th
	ARTICLE 42. 
	A TRUE THEORY DEDUCED. 
	This scale seems to have shown, 
	I. That ,vhen an undershot n1ill moves with ,577 or nearly ,6 of the velocity of the water, it will then bear a .charge, equal to ! of the load that will hold the wheel in equilibria, and then the effect wi11 be at a maximum. the power to the effect ,vill be as 3 1,J1early.
	The 
	ratio 
	of 
	to 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	That ,vhen an overshot ,vheel is the weight of the ,vater acting upon the .effect will be at a maxin1un1; that that can be produced by said a given the of the po,ver to the effect \.vill be as 3 to z,near1y.
	charged 
	with 
	f 
	of 
	\\·
	heel, 
	then 
	the
	is, 
	the 
	greatest 
	eff
	ect 
	power 
	in 
	ti1ne, 
	and 
	ratio 


	3. 
	3. 
	That ½ of the po\ver is necessarily lost, to obtain velocity, or overcome the inertia of the n1atter; and this ,viii hold true with all machinery that requires ve
	to 



	This I believe to be the true 
	theory of water-mi1ls, for the follo\ving reasons; nan1e}y: 
	1. The theory is deduced. from original reasoning, ,vithout depending much on calculation. 
	Figure
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	;.
	. t agrees than any other theory, with the
	2
	Ł
	better 

	.
	us Smeaton's experim
	ingenio
	ents. 

	. .
	3. agrees real practice, according to the 
	It 
	best 
	with 

	_Yet I do not ,vish ut first informing himself ed, and in accordance with actual this reason I have quoted the experiments of Smeaton full length, in this ,vork, that the reader n1ay pare them with the theory. 
	any person.to 
	receive 
	it 
	_impl
	ici
	tly,
	\V1tho
	,v
	hether 
	1Ł 
	be 
	,v
	ell 
	found
	experiencet: 
	for 
	at 
	con1
	-


	TRUE THEOREM FOR FINDING THE MAXIMUM CHARGE FOR UNDERSHOT ,vHEELS.
	-

	As the square of the velocity of the water, or wheel empty, is to the height of the head, or pressure, ,vhich produced that velocity, so is the square of the velocityof the wheel loaded, to the head, pressure, or force, ,vhich ,vi11 produce that velocity; and this pressure, deducted from the whole pressure or force, will leave the load moved by the ,vheel, on its periphery or verge,which load, multiplied by the velocity of the ,vheel, shows the effect. 
	PROBLEM. 
	Let V=32,4, the velocity of the water or ,vheel, 
	P=16, the pressure, force, or load, at equilibrio, 
	V=the velocity of the wheel, supposed to be 16,2, 
	feet, per second, 
	p=the pressure, force, or head, to produce said ve-· 
	locity,
	l=the load on the ,vheel, 
	Then to find l, the load, we must :first find p;-. 
	Then, by
	Theorem VV : P::vv:p,
	And P-p=l 
	VVp=vvP 
	VJ. 
	1J-p=12, the load•. 
	MECHANICS. [Chap. Ł, 
	\Vhich, in words at length, is, the square of the veloci · ty of the ,vheel, n1ultiplied by the whole force, pressure, or head of the ,vater, and divided by the square of the velocity of the water, quotes the pressure, force, or head of water, that is left unbalanced by the load to produce the velocity of th\vheel; which pressure, force, or head, subtracted from the whole pressure, force, or head, leaves the load that is on the wheel. 
	e 

	ARTICLE 43. 
	Theorem/or finding the velocity of the wheel, when u•e have the velocity of the water, load at equilibrio, and load on the wheel given. 
	square root of the whole pressureforce or· load at equilibrio, is to the velocity of the water, so is the square root of the difference, between the load on the wheel_. and the load at equilibrio, to the velocity of the ,vheel. 
	As 
	the 
	, 

	PROBLEM. 
	Let V =velocity of the \Vater=32,4, 
	P=-=pressure, force, head, or load at equilibrio 16, 
	l=the load on the wheel, suppose 12, 
	v=velocity of the wheel, 
	Then by the 
	Ł'heoremv1P:V::v1P:v 
	-l

	AndvPxv=V vP-1 
	, vP-1 
	r

	16,2 5The velocity of the 
	v 
	-

	-vP l wheel. 
	That is, _in _words at length, the velocity of the water ult1pl1ed the square root of the difference, bet,veen the othe ,vhee1, 12, and the load at equilibrio 16=24divided by the square root of the load at 16,2, the velocity of the wheel. 
	32,4, 
	m
	by 
	l
	ad 
	on 
	=6
	,8, 
	equilib
	rio, 
	quotes 

	Now, if we seek for the maximt\m, by either of these theorems, it will be found as in the 1cale, fig. 19. 
	13
	Chap. 2.] MECHANICS. 
	Perhaps here may no,v appear the true cause of the error in the old theory, Art. 34, by supposing the load on the wheel, to be as the square the relative velocity of the water and ,vhcel. 
	of 

	And of the error in ,vhat I have called the ne,v theo• by supposing tl1e load to be in the simple ratio of the relative or striking velocity of the ,vater, Art. 38;,vhereas it is to be found by neither of these proportions. 
	ry, 

	Neither the old nor the ne,v theory agrees with practice; therefore, we may suspect they are both foundŁ ed in error. 
	But if what I call the true theory should be found to accord witl1 experience, the practitioner need not be much concerned on \Vhat it is founded. 
	ARTICLE 44. 
	Of the Maximu1n Velocity for Ove1·shot TVheels, or those.that are maved by the iveight of the Water. 
	Before I dismiss the subject of maximums, I think itbest to consider, whether this doctrine will apply to the motion of the overshot ,vheel. It seems to be the general opinion of those ,vho consider the matter, that it ,vill not; but that the slo,ver the ,vheel moves, provided it be capacious enough to hold all the ,vater, without losing any until it be delivered at the botto1n of the ,vheel, the greater ,vill be the effect, ,vhich appea1•s to be the case in theory (see Art. 36;) but ho,v far this theory w
	�aving met with the ingenious James Sn1eaton's experiments, where he sho,vs, that ,vhen the circun1ference of his little ,vheel, of 24 inches dian1eter, (head 6 inches)1noved ,vith about 3,1 feet per second (although the \of the whole) he obtained the best eil'ect, ,vith a steady, regular n1otion. Hence he conclu<lcs about three feet to be the best velocity for the circu1nference of overshot 1ni1ls. Art. 68. I undcrtuak to con1pare this theory of his
	greatest effect ,vas di1ninished about 
	2
	1 
	See

	10 
	MECHANICS. (Chap. 2. 
	with the best niills in practice, and, finding that those of about 17 feet diameter generally 1noved about 9 feet per second, being treble the ve::locity assigned by Smeaton, I began to doubt the tl1tory, ,.hich led me to inquire into the principle that nioves an overshot ,vheel; and this I found to be that of a Lody descending by its gravity, and subject to all the la,vs of falling bodies (Art. IO,) or of bodies descending inclined planes, and curved surfaces ( Art. 11;) the 111;,tion being equably accel
	v
	Ł 
	· 
	.

	If an overshot ,vheel move freely, \vithout resistance, require a mean velocity het\veen that of tlie ter coming on the wheel, anll the ;;realest vel,icitv it ,voacquire, by falling f1·cely through scent: thref.-::re, this 1nean velocity ,vill velocity of the ,vnter con1ing on ,,quentlthe buckets ,vi11 overtake the ,va
	it 
	will 
	wa
	ulcl 
	its 
	,vhole 
	wd
	c
	Ł
	be 
	greater 
	than 
	the 
	the 
	·heel; 
	conse
	y, 
	th
	e 
	back.; 
	of 

	_
	and drive a great part i:,f it out of the ,vheel. But, 
	ter, 

	·ra-
	the 
	ve].-icity 
	of 
	the ,vater• hein.Q' accelerated by its 
	0

	u b 
	overtakes the ,vheel, perhaps half \Vay ,lo,vn, and presses on the until it leaves the ,vheel: therefore the ,vater presses har<ler upon the buckets in the lower than in the quarter of' the ,vhecl. I-Iencc appears the reason ,vhy sorne ,vhccls east their ,vatcr; which is al,vays the case_, ,vhcn the hea.u is not snfficient 
	vity, 
	buckets, 
	11pper 

	MECHANICS. 
	it velocity enough to enteŁ the buckets. But 
	to 
	_giv
	e 

	_
	is depends much on the pos1t1on of the buckets,direction shute into them. It, however, appears evident that the head of water above the wheel,uld be suit the velocity of the ]. Here we m·ay consider, that Ł wheel acts by percussion, or on the 1the undersl1ot wheel; and, as we have 
	th
	also 
	an
	d 
	the 
	of the 
	sho
	nicely 
	adjusted 
	to 
	\
	vhee
	the 
	hea
	a?ove 
	the 
	sa111
	e pr
	nc1ples
	,vith 
	shown 
	(Art.

	40) that the u11dershot wheel should move ,vith nearly2-3ds of the velocity of the water, it appears, tl1at ,ve should allow a head over the whee], that will give sucl1 velocity to the ,vater, as ,vi1l be to that of the wheel as 3 to 2. Thus, the ,vhole descent of the ,vater of a 1nillseat shnuld be nicely divided bet,veen head and fall, to suit each other, in order to obtain the best effect, and a steady-n1oving n1ill. First, find the velocity with which the ,vheel ,viii move, by the ,veight of the ,vater
	gular-n1otion ,Yhen at ,vork, loaded or charged ,vith a resistance equal to 2-3(1s of its .10\ver. (Art. 41, 42.) 
	1

	MECHANICS. 
	A TABLE 
	011' 
	VELOCITIES OF THE CIRCUl\iFERENCE 
	OP' 
	o,ERSHOT WHEELS 
	r

	Suitable to their Diameters, or rather to the Fall, after the Water strikes the wheel; and of the head of ,vater above the ,vheel, suitable to said Velocities; also of the Number of Revolutions the Wheel will perfonn in a ?t1inute, when 
	rightly charged. 
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	doctrine of maximums is very interesting, and is met with 1nany occurrences through life. 
	This 
	to 
	be 
	in 

	velocity for all engines, to 
	a?d 
	suit 
	the po\
	ver 
	and 
	velo-

	stones, to suit the power; a maximum ng screens, and bolting-reels, by wl1ich can be done in the best manner, in a given 
	mill-
	velocity 
	for 
	rolli
	the 
	greatest
	work 
	time. 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	A maximum degree of perfection and closeness,with ,vhich grain is to be manufactured into flour, so as yield the greatest profit by the mill in a day week,and this maximum is continually changing with the prices in the 1narket, so that \Vhat \Vould be the greatest profit at one tiu1e, ,vill. sink money at another. Art. 113. 
	to 
	or 
	See


	4. 
	4. 
	A maximum ,veight for n1allets, axes, sledges, &c.,according to the strengtl1 of those that use the1n. 


	A true attention to the principles of maxin1ums, will prevent us from running into many errors. 










